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INTRODUCTION
For the past six months, Harbridge House has endeavored
on behalf of the Maine Department of Harine Resources (DHR)
and the State's fishing industry to identify alternative
market opportunities and ways of exploiting those opportunities.
The problem, as stated by Dt1R, is that the traditional system
of distributing Maine seafood due to its relatively low volume
has encouraged Maine businessmen to look chiefly to Boston and
New York for product sale.

Because of reportedly poor prices

and because of an expected near-term glut of the East Coast
market resulting from increased landing associated with 200mile limit implementation, a significant expansion of markets
is essential to the upgrading of the capability of the Maine
fishing industry.
As requested, the prime focus of our effort has been to
examine the entry of Maine product, identified as Maine product, into specific market areas scattered throughout the midwestern, southern, and western portions of the country.

l
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Chapter I presents methods of entry into these market areas
keyed to the "distribution center," its recommended role in
the existing distribution system, and a suggested step-by-step
timetable for establishment are provided.

The chapter also

examines alternatives to the distribution center method of
direct market entry by Maine natives to the distribution center
method of direct market entry by Haine producers if the volume
requirements of a distribution center cannot be achieved.

~e

gardless which method of direct market entry is used, success

1

l

will depend on the industry's ability to develop a continual
flow of high-quality product at reasonable prices.
Chapter II presents an analysis of the characteristics
of the various market areas investigated during the course
of this work effort.

1

The analysis is based predominantly on

iv
person-to-person, face-to-face contact with brokers, retailers
and distributors operating in the

~arket

areas.

By its very

nature, this type of analytical approach does not yield quantifiable data, but does yield contemporary and, most often,
accurate insights of a market area by businessmen on the job.
In brief, our investigations have identified a significant potential for the market expansion of Maine seafood products.

There exists a large unmet demand in the market areas

examined for species available off the coast of Haine if they
meet certain quality and continuous supply concerns expressed
by distributors.

Demand, however, is not for underutilized

species, but primarily for those species subject to TAC quotas.
Chapter III includes a discussion of market opportunities
open to the Maine fishing industry in addition to those covered
in Chapter I.

The opportunities do not require Maine producers

to go on-site to a market area, but do provide an alternative
to selling product at auction prices on the Boston Fish Pier.
Additionally, the opportunities covered in this chapter for the
most part can be pursued immediately and need not await the upgrading of the industry's capability to deliver large volumes
of high-quality product on a continuous basis.
Transportation issues are covered in Chapter IV.

Ap-

plicable rates by product class and destination are covered
as well as relevant packaging issues.
Chapter V is a discussion of a variety of marketing
options for consideration by DMR.

Marketing issues which

will be supportive of distribution center operations and any
market entry and expansion efforts of Maine producers
are discussed.
Harbridge House submits this report in the hope that
information supplied may be utilized by the

~1aine

seafood

industry in a comprehensive attempt to market its products

v

nationally and to develop the potential demand that exists.
On the one hand, time is of the essence in order to capture
maximum market share.

On the other, Haine producers must

allow time to gauge the ability of individual areas to support distribution efforts, to isolate target markets, and to
assess actual capabilities of the State's fishing industry
to provide adequate supplies.
The Maine industry is in an excellent position not only
to establish its products as high quality and desirable in
the market place, but to develop and utilize lines of distribution through which sales of those products can be moved
in the future.

The industry must accurately perceive the

magnitude of mass marketing through, and commit itself fully
to achieving those tasks which will be necessary to penetrate
competitive markets.

If it does not, the industry is also

in a position to lose credibility and thus forego opportunity
for some time to come.

l
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CHAPTER I, HARKET ENTRY:
LEVEL AND TYPE OF APPROACH
As stated in the Introduction, this chapter will examine
alternate methods of direct market entry by Maine fish harvesters
and processors (i.e. producers).

Specific market areas will

be discussed in the chapter which follows.

Maine product

currently reaching distant metropolitan (market) areas does so
most commonly after shipment to Boston for processing and
co-mingling with other supply sources.

A significant amount

of value-added and employment could be retained in-state if
direct deliveries were made to market areas and the required
processing was done in-state.
also give

~1aine

This method of delivery would

producers the opportunity to differentiate

their product from competing states (i.e., State of t1aine logo),
an opportunity which is lost if supplies are co-mingled in
Boston.
However, a prerequisite for direct market entry into any
of the geographic areas examined is the ability to supply
those areas on a continuous basis, with high-quality product.
At present the Maine industry in general has neither the
processing nor the harvesting capability to achieve this
prerequisite, although isolated, small-scale successes'may
be possible.

The present potential which exists for upgrading

and expanding the Maine industry, however, suggests that the
opportunities which this report describes can be achieved by
Maine producers.

J
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The chapter which follows examines direct product delivery
through the examination of two important "a9proach" decisions
which must preceed any direct action.

First, the level at

which Maine producers should enter the existing distribution
channels in any given market must receive careful consideration.

J
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Second, consideration must also be given to the type of
marketing effort with which to approach a Market area:
an immediate full commitment to a DISTRIBUTION

CEN~ER,

either
or an

action which permits test marketing and time for demand
estimation, PHASED DEVELOPMENT.

Both of these two alternative

methods assume that the supply and quality considerations
mentioned previously can be met.

If they are not met and the

recommended approaches are undertaken, then successes, if any,
will be short lived! and in the long run, the image of

~1aine

product will deteriorate due to a failure in deliveries or
delivery of a product lower in quality than advertised.

A.

LEVEL OF APPROACH
Notwithstanding a decision by Maine producers as to the

type of market device with which to best effect the distribution
of seafood, the industry must consider at what level of the
food distributing chain in a market
available.

area

to make the product

Available options have been categorized at three

levels for this purpose:
Food Brokers, who negotiate contracts as representatives
or independent agents between suppliers and other
non-consumer distributors;
Wholesalers/Distributors, who service primary distributors
(retail outlets, institutional, and/or fo6d service); and
Retailers, who distribute to public consumers.

Food Brokers
Dealing through a broker would allow access to an established
clientele and a working knowledge of the
Maine industry would be required to

~arket

~aintain

area.

The

close contact

with a minimum of individuals in a given market area.

3

However, firsthand market knowledge by Maine producers
and development of a widely based custoMer rapport would
not result from this approach.

Brokers exist as an

additional cost level in the distributive chain for the
services rendered.

They average five percent commissions

on all contracts negotiated.
To bypass food brokers in an effort to penetrate a given
market, however, is expected to result in a direct competitive response from these individuals.

A conpetitive

response from existing businessmen can be expected in any
market entered, but will be especially intense as a
result of the antagonism some local dealers may evidence
should they perceive that competition offered by

.~1aine

seafood products is backed and/or funded by a state
governmental organization.

As a prominent

~1inneapolis

seafood broker suggests, "\·Te 're going to sell our own
customers 9 times out of 10 regardless of the coMpetition."
Wholesalers/Distributors
This distributive level offers perhaps a more personal
knowledge of the seafood market in a given metropolitan
area through more direct and frequent contact with retailers
and other primary distributors.

Major wholesalers/

distributors maintain a high level of competitiveness,
with an established clientele and logistical distribution

1

methods.

As a "lower" point source in the distributive

chain, these distributors offer closer contact with

J

primary sellers as a whole and normally possess sales
resources to acquire and maintain customer rapport.
During the Harbridge House visits to r1aine producers,
a number of complaints were registered of wholesalers/
distributors in distant market areas for not paying bills
or for rejecting as poor quality some high-quality product.

l
1
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In our discussions with wholesalers/distributors, complaints were registered against processors of sending
short-weighted shipments and poor quality.

In truth,

all complaints are true in isolated instances.
Without going to the market area, Maine producers could
minimize or eliminate the problem by dealing solely with
reputable, established distributorships.

Most of the

complaints of non-payment or shipment rejections appear
to be registered against newly established or "fly-by-night"
distributors offering above-market prices for r1aine
product.

If Maine producers were offering high-quality

product on a continuous basis and dealing either through
themselves or solely with established distributors, it
appears reasonable to assume that the problems now beinry
voiced could be avoided.
By dealing directly through wholesalers/distributors,
Maine

prod~cers

would be eliminating the intermediary

cost level that a broker represents.

In distributing

a fresh product of any seafood in competitive markets
(despite consumer price acceptance) , cost control will
be an important consideration.

Similarly, the industry

must determine the number of wholesalers/distributors
to deal with.

Harbridge House suggests that cost economies

will be better achieved by working through the minimum
of sources that can provide the desired level of market
penetration while maintaining a high-quality image and
good customer relations.
Again, negative competitive aspects are anticipated by
Maine industry dealings outside of distribution levels
in any market area.

Exclusion of brokers and certain

wholesalers/distributors will intensify direct competition against sales of Maine seafood in a market.

For

5

example, wholesalers in several of the cities examined
openly stated that they would cut prices for the short
term in an attempt to neutralize efforts of Maine producers
as competitors.

Looking ahead, elements of the Maine

seafood industry may be faced with invitations to deal with
retailers directly in a market where Maine seafood has

l

in the past been successfully moved by local wholesalers/
distributors.

Considerations of higher profit margins

attributable to direct dealing must be weighed against
loss of other institutional and food service clients
gained through the wholesaler/distributors -- clients
which take time and effort to develop.
Retailers
Maine seafood producers, by working directly through
primary retail outlets, would theoretically eliminate
any costs incurred at the wholesale/distributor level.
Although the opportunity to work with potential customers
and to gain knowledge of the market structure exists,
sales effort and the time factor necessary to develop
loyal buyers will require emphasis.

The ability of DMR

to develop markets, build customer relations and
quality

~aintain

controls should be considered in light of the

services that could potentially be provided by area
wholesalers working with representatives to supplement
consumer and retailer education.

1
l

Dealing with retail

chains directly could be more profitable as a result
of the high visibility and centralized distribution of
large chains.

However, bypassing the existing wholesale

levels will complicate access to less visible institutional
and food service markets (which accounts for 50 percent
or more of seafood sales in all markets examined) as well
as numerous smaller more isolated retail outlets, such as
specialty seafood shops.

J
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B.

TYPE OF APPROACH
Face-to-face interviews with key brokers, wholesalers,

retailers, and other institutional buyers -- potential
customers of Haine seafood producers

have resulted in the

following specific considerations to be examined under viable
market entry approaches.
The Distribution Center Concept
The State of Maine, Department of Harine Resources, has
proposed the establishment of "complete-line" seafood
distribution centers, owned by elements of the Haine seafood
industry, in key markets nationwide.

The physical plant will

exist as an intermediate holding facility in each market for
live, fresh, frozen, and canned seafood products of Maine.
To maintain a distribution center as a profitable and
competitive market device, precise estimation of demand for
Maine seafood will be necessary, especially fresh fish.

The

major stimulus in increased movement of fresh products by
wholesalers and/or retailers is the sale of all of the products,
with a minimum of spoilage or requirements for remedial processing.

This must be reconciled with the necessity for

continuous supply and availability of those quality seafood
products that are being demanded in the local marketplace.
This last criterion will be the primary determinant to the
marketing and economic success of a center.

Following the

establishment of a distribution center, demand will fluctuate
according to individual market characteristics:

effectiveness

and amount of promotion, strength of distribution channels,
and intangible consumer attitudes.

The Maine industry must

emphasize quality control in handling fresh seafood at every
operational phase to minimize spoilage.

One way to go would

be for Maine producers to share with distributors certain
absorbed costs of short-term oversupply at individual

7

distribution centers in an effort to bu~ld a loyal and confident
customer base.

Undersupply of product to customers due to

myopic or short-sighted demand estimation presents an important
lost opportunity to the r1aine industry, further emphasizing
the importance of perceptive market knowledge by key distribu-

l
I

tors Maine chooses to work through.
maintains an image of

~1aine

waste of unsold, stale fish.

Yet, undersupply better

seafood quality than does successive
Again, good intra-market communi-

cation is required to develop accurate demand estimation as
quickly as possible for fresh product.

Throughout the market

areas examined there is an unmet demand for quality, fresh
seafood products.

A state logo identification on quality fresh

product would build consumer confidence in the logo and aid
the sale of logo-identified frozen product where competition
is much stiffer.
Frozen seafood is increasingly popular in all markets
examined, and it is anticipated that distribution centers
proposed will initially deal in these products, primarily to
exploit current demand and consumer acceptance.

Although sales

of frozen are more predictable, competition from other frozen
seafood lines is substantial (Canadian, Icelandic, and other
foreign brands, as well as those from Boston and Gloucester).
Without the degree of product differentiation offered by the
"glamor" of fresh seafoods, Haine frozen products will not
enjoy any marketplace exclusivity except as generated over
time by the recognition of a brand name or State logo on

j

packages as a symbol of quality.

Thus, volume turnover of

frozen lines could be expected to be low at the center 7 s
outset, increasing with promotion and development of custoMer
rapport and confidence .
These points underscore the fact that the Maine industry
must develop high volume and demand, with continuous supplies
of quality seafood, to economically justify the establishment

8

of a distribution center in any of

the market areas. Harbridge

House has examined, generally, the expected minimum overhead
costs.

It is estimated that a major distribution center would

have to move approximately 10,000 pounds of product per week or
annual volumes approaching 500,000 pounds in order to economically justify its existence.

Please refer to the Department of

Marine Resources for a more detailed discussion of this issue.
Plans proposed for an in-center retail outlet are enhanced
by obvious supply and cost economies of operation.

An attrac-

tive, high-quality shop could potentially add to sales as well as
serve an important promotional function.

It should be noted,

however, that success of this retail operation could antagonize
other retail outlets within the market areas, especially those
that deal through the distribution center as a source of . inventory supply.
Suggested Market Entry Strategy for Distribution Centers
In light of seafood volume requirements necessary to maintain a profitable distribution center, and
resource availability, Maine should select

ass~ing

limits to

three of the ten

primary market areas evidencing the highest levels of wholesale
receptiveness and rapid marketplace demand stimulation. Denver,
Minneapolis, and Houston might be used as examples for such a
"full commitment."

Initial efforts by Maine producers should

be aimed at establishing a strong contact with potential customers.

Rapid achievement of this effort

~ay

be possible through

the designation by Maine organizers of a primary market source
in the form of one or more area distributor/wholesalers.

Rapid

entry and market share acquisition is of key importance.

Delays

open the door for competitors to usurp opportunities available
to Haine at the present time.

Rapid development of a loyal

clientele is the most efficient way (in terms of promotional
effort) to realize demand potential in a market.

Harbridge

9

House suggests that such a selection be made from among the
wholesalers/distributors in fue area, assuming that this approach offers (on the average) the most favorable and timely
access to customers and distribution lines, with minimal
"competitive response'' from existing dealers.

l

These distri-

butors will represent an important source of market information at the outset and will initially be able to share a portion
of the responsibility with distribution center owners for sales
and promotional effort in the city.

With a working knowledge

of the area, such distributors should be able to predict accurately product needs and demand potential.
It is suggested that the distributors chosen be thoroughly
familiarized with Maine seafood, i.e., availability of :1aine
product; type, kind and characteristics of species; processing
methods and advantages; distribution structure and economies;
and marketing suggestions/aids.

This educational process would

best be accomplished in Maine and through knowledgeable
DMR representatives in chosen market areas, working with the
distributor to develop the Maine seafood market.
Concurrently, site selection processes should be ongoing
to locate a facility to be leased with primary criteria of
adaptability and geographic logistics, both incoming from
Maine and outgoing to customers.

Along these lines, center or-

ganizers should develop good contacts in the transportation
level, nationally (see Chapter IV) and through local market
area concerns.

Actual establishment of a working facility

should be completed within a short period after selection and

J

training of local personnel, to allow time to develop, expand,
and educate the distributor's customer base.

Education at the

retail and consumer levels is crucial to the development of
demand for Maine seafood of any variety.

Cooperative efforts

of retailers and the area distributors with continued full
support and cooperation from Haine is assumed here.

10
Educational/promotional efforts will be based on association of Haine seafood with image concepts of quality, freshness, and availability.

Brand recognition will be immeasurably

improved by developing a logo representing

~1aine

seafood pro-

ducers to accompany all promotion and product packaging.

The

specific marketing suggestions are contained in Chapter V.
A retail outlet located in the center appears feasible,
still recognizing the potential conflicting interests between
retail sales of Haine product by the supplier.

Center retail

outlets, offering only Haine products, would theoretically not
present direct competition to a full service outlet handling
local species and complementary products as well.

By display-

ing all aaine species in attractive surroundings, offering
preparation hints from a knowledgeable salesperson, a retail
outlet could provide excellent promotion on all distributive
levels for Maine products.

Prices should be comparable to

those in similar market area shops to emphasize quality, minimize direct price competition with other retail outlets, and
to avoid stimulating "artificial" demand through price cuts
out of normal profit margins.
Operation of the distribution center is anticipated to be
at less than capacity initially, due to basic inabilities of
demand prediction and the inability to quantify exactly local
consumer acceptance of species and varieties.
movement will require the most lead time.

Fresh product

Distribution center

owners may consider adding storage facilities for fresh product in phases, as demand warrants, to ease initial capital outlays.

Operations at each distribution center could be aided

by daily printouts of product costs and catch/supply availability from Maine industry bases -- overall supply coordination
would also be maximized by such frequent and rapid communication between sources.

One positive comment.frequently made

of the Maine industry is that, unlike Boston product,

~aine

11
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products sell with less price fluctuation.

Predictability

of prices is a tremendous asset to business planning, and it
is recommended that as the !1aine industry grows, the present
price stability should be maintained, if not strengthened.

l

Individual distribution outlets would best be treated as
separate profit centers in themselves, allocating total promotion overhead and variable costs to the center which effectively incurs and regains the benefit of any such expenditures.
In such a cost accounting manner, the viability or non-viability
of an established center can be determined more quickly.
Assuming the success of three initial distribution center
commitments, allowing adequate time to gauge actual demand
and supply capabilities, additional centers may be established
following similar guidelines as capital and motivation allows.
A nominal timetable for execution of suggested market
entry plans for a distribution center is as follows:
Neeks

1

J

Task 1

Establishment and integration of a source
of !-taine seafood, committed to maximum
supply of quality fresh and frozen products.
Development of appropriate logo and brand
name.

1-10

Task 2

Selection of "test markets" within which
to commit distribution center efforts.

8-10

Task 3

Selection of local personnel in each
market.

Task 4

Education/training of local personnel

12-14

Task 5

Location/outfitting of distribution center
physical plant. Location/education of plant
manager and employees.

12-20

Task 6

Organization of national and local transportation (air and truck) .

10-18

Task 7

Local manager and/or local distributor
with DMR support development of customer
base -- individual retail education, promotion at the wholesale level. Develop

14-20

10-12

12
Task 7
(cont'd)

advertising strategies/scheduling. Preliminary demand estimation and objective setting.

Task 8

Limited start-up of distribution center
operations (including retail outlet).

Task 9

Full-scale public promotion/advertising.

Task 10

Achieve normal capacity of distribution
center operations. Evaluation of objective
achievement. Set new objectives.

NOTE:

1~-20

21
20-40
40

(approx)

These center-oriented tasks are not mutually exclusive.
It is suggested (even recommended) that tasks
may be accomplished in several market areas simultaneously.
(

PHASED DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

With the input of numerous industry sources in all market
areas, Harbridge House recommends a phased development approach
to the distribution of Maine seafood in all but the highestpotential cities.

While the level of effort required in the

private and public sectors of Maine and while the goal of
"complete line" seafood distribution are still included in
this approach, the actual operation of a proposed distribution
center would be delayed until such time as "1aine producers
could determine if demand merits it and quality product on a
continuous basis can be supplied.

To avoid outlay of capital

for an actual distribution center facility, lines of transportation directly from producers to the customer will be opened
and coordinated in Maine by the parent company, assisted by
DMR.

Target market share would be set at a slightly lower

level to compensate for the absence of ready supplies which
the distribution center concept is based upon. Still required
is the development of a loyal customer base and the instillation of confidence through consistent supplies of high-quality
products and aggressive cooperative marketing efforts.

The

13
major benefit exists in the generation of specific market
demand by which to gauge the potential long-term profitability of a distribution center, without the commitment of facility resources.

~"lhatever

the final decision of the Haine

industry, it will have in the process achieved sales, market
penetration experience, and brand recognition for its products.
Suggested Market Entry Strategy for Phased Development
Market penetration through a phased plan will proceed
exactly

as under a "full conunitment" with minor exceptions.

Coordination of distribution channels by a :1aine producer
direct to customers will be required on a less regular basis
and in lower volumes.

Maine producers might consider the use

of a local distributor's holding facilities on a limited scale
in an attempt to approximate the supply and market economies
possible with a distribution center.

Selection of market

areas need not be as confined since support of a distribution
center need not commit large volumes of product.

This approach

will allow a more complete basis of market area comparison
when

deciding where to establish distribution centers.
Efforts of selected key local personnel --

master dis-

tributors -- and Dt1R support will become even more crucial
under a phased commitment because they will exist as r1aine's
only tangible contact with an individual market area.

Con-

tinuous communication between Maine and a market area is vital
to efficient order-filling, especially without a distribution
center to absorb short-term over- or undersupply. Distributors

I

and Maine representatives will be required to estimate normal
supply needs of customers accurately, as increased by additional
demand created by marketing and promotion efforts.

Margin for

error would be limited to available storage space of the master
distributor and the ability of that distributor to move a
product quickly to other customers.

Potentially, Maine pro-

ducers should be prepared to absorb a higher cost of spoilage
until demand estimation is perfected under a phased development plan.

1
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It is reasonable to state that until market demand estimation is perfected, supply strategies can be aimed at either
conditions of over-or undersupply.
market opportunities, an

Even at the risk of lost

undersupply of Haine seafood products

would be psychologically more desirable for the

~1aine

product

image due to lower spoilage rates and associated higher quality.
Even though an undersupply situation is not the optimum economic market performance, it is still an improvement over current conditions in the market areas where continuous supply
sources of high-quality product are very much in demand.
Intensity of promotional activity should be nearly equal
to that conducted assuming the location of a distribution center in the market area.

This should provide Maine producers

with an indication of potential "real" demand in the city before commitment of a distribution center.

This move should

be made only if the Maine industry determines that additional
time and cost of distribution benefits will be rnore profitable
than any other market strategy in the area, based on long-term
demand outlook.
A phased development task timetable might approximate the
following:
t·"leek
Task 1

Establishment and integration of a source
of ~1aine seafood committed to m~.ximum supply
of quality fresh and frozen products . . Development of appropriate logo (and brand name).

1-10

Task 2

Selection of markets within which to commit
full first-line capital and resource efforts.

3-10

Task 3

Selection of "master distributor" in each
market.

10-12

Task 4

Education/training of master distributors

12-14

Task 5

Organization of national and local transportation (air and truck) .

10-18

15
~'7eek

I

Task 6

Local manager and/or master distributor
(with DMR support) joint efforts to develop
a customer base -- individual retail education, promotion at the wholesale level.
Preliminary demand estimation, objective
setting.
Develop advertising strategies/
scheduling.

Task 7

Begin shipments to market area customers.

Task 8

Near "full-scale advertising and promotion
to public.
Infernal site location activity
for distribution center, assuming favorable
potential anticipation.

20-40

Task 9

Achieve "normal capacity" under phased
development constraints. Evaluation of
achievement of objectives, within market
and relative to results in other markets.

40
(approx.)

Task 10

Take steps to establish distribution center,
maintain or modify market strategy, or shift
emphasis to other markets.

40-70

1
'

14-20
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II.

INDIVIDUAL

r~~KET

AREAS

Harbridge House began its work effort with a brief overview of the seafood market characteristics of 25 Metropolitan
areas.

Boston and New York dropped out of the analysis early

because of DHR' s objective to provide the

~1aine

fishing indus-

try with viable alternatives to these more traditional markets.
Also, at this level of analysis, certain cities were deterflined
to have low potential and were dropped from further levels of
analysis.

A market area was classified as low potential if

demand for Maine product was non-existent or if the demand for
product required a significant level of advertising or consumer education to exploit.

Additionally, some cities were

discounted from further analysis because of the desire to avoid
geographic clustering.
Following further levels of analysis and discussions with
representatives of DHR, ten metropolitan areas were selected
for in-depth analysis.

These markets, discussed on the follow-

ing pages, were examined in order to provide the

~1aine

fishing

industry with a background knowledge of the markets and to
determine the more viable candidates for implementation of the
distribution center concept.

Also presented is a brief review

of the market characteristics of five cities ranked as having
medium potential

for the sale of t·1aine seafood products, but

which were not subjected to in-depth analysis.
The criteria for classification of

~arket

area potential

included the following:
•

Current volume-handling of a diversified group of
seafood products in fue area, particularly with respect to species available from r1aine producers.

l

•

Subjective insights gained from interviews with key
brokers, wholesale/distributors: and retailers in
the market area.

1
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•

The receptivity of the above businessmen towards
handling and marketing product from

•

~taine.

The perceived knowledge of area consumers and the
level of advertising and consumer education required.

•

Recommendations of knowledgeable authorities in the
industry and discussions with representatives of

•

~MR.

Geographic location and accessibility of the market
area to transportation networks.

•

Demographic data including projected population growth
and population buying power.

The objective of the study team has been to provide an
overview of the current pattern of distributing seafood products in the market area, of the particular consumer eating
habits, and of the level and type of unmet demand that could
be supplied by Maine producers.

The information presented

is based on person-to-person contact with businessmen operating in the market area and not on published data.

Precise

estimation of demand cannot be achieved at this level of
analysis and must await test marketing through the actual introduction of 11aine product into the market areas on a continued
basis.
CITIES ANALYZED

I~

DEPTH

ATLANTA
Fresh seafood is a traditional favorite in the Atlanta
market area.

Although oriented primarily to Gulf species,

East Coast fish are increasingly demanded due in part to inmigration of northeasterners to the city.

Sales of cod,

flounder, scallops, ocean perch, haddock, sole, and turbot
are of specific interest to local wholesalers and distributors.

Nhiting is described as a "high-potential" fish, es-

pecially to institutional customers.

There exists a general

dissatisfaction with lines of supply/product quality of these

•
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fish, but the general attitude of wholesalers is that demand

l

will grow for both fresh and frozen East Coast varieties.
The major roadblock to the potential for growth in fresh
fish sales is identified at the retail level:

chain stores

are normally unwilling to handle these products, despite

l
l

alleged demand, due to factors of inconvenience and lack of
interest/knowledge concerning these species.

Marketing ef-

forts have in the past been limited to price cuts due to large
supplies. Three major specialty seafood shops sell a majority
of fresh fish, and those that handle East Coast varieties have
no problem moving product when supplies are available.

Fresh

supplies are currently gained through individual contacts,
with no comprehensive, continuous sources of fresh available
to the market.
Wholesale competition in Atlanta is increasing from local
distributors as well as national distribution concerns.

Aver-

age wholesale profit margins of 10-20 percent have accordingly
declined slightly, to about 14 percent.
Certain chain stores have recently been moving small
amounts of fresh East Coast fish with mixed (but generally
favorable) results.

Retail operators admit to ignorance of

available species, preparation, and marketing schemes to increase sales.

One major retail

~arket

is soon to add specialty

items such as squid and mussels to contribute to a desired
image of a "full-line" seafood retailer.

Contacts suggested

that with effective promotional effort, any reputable area
retail outlet could handle 100-150 fresh pounds in each store
weekly with proper display and merchandising techniques,
maintaining 15-20 percent retail markups.
Currently, 60-70 percent of all fish sold in the market
is frozen. Two relatively large food brokers point to

incre~s

ing frozen offerings (of both East Coast and Gulf Coast species) as evidence of a !ldying!' market for fresh.

1

Host retail

.-•
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outlets carry irregular offerings of frozen cod or haddock,
at approximately $1.50 per pound, obtained from foreign suppliers.

Ocean perch is marked up from the wholesale $.93
Comparabl~

per pound to around $1.20.
(red snapper and grouper)

cu~rently

per pound for steaks or fillets.

Gulf Coast species

sell at between $2-$3

The major market for frozen

seafood in Atlanta is the institutional/food service sector,
serviced by large food distribution houses.

Breaded seafood

products are selling exceptionally well in the area (esti mated at 60 percent of all seafood sales).
Atlanta exists as an excellent market to serve with consistent supplies of fresh and frozen East Coast seafood.
Prices are accepted well by a rapidly growing population,
despite consistently high profit margins at all distribution
levels.

Contacts reported that those few chain outlets that

carry fresh fish are marking up the product by as much as
100 percent to compensate for handling inconveniences and irregular demand.
Promotional effort is a key to successful
. this area.

~arketing

in

A significant investment of time and funds to

educate consumers as well as retailers in specific attributes
of Maine products is expected to greatly stimulate a sustained
demand.

Retail advertising of seafood appears to be directly

related to sales.

East Coast species will not displace Gulf

varieties, as the preferred product in the near term, but
there is a good potential for expansion of the market share
held by East Coast

varieties~

Maine product could be expected

to do well in this market area. There will be a time lag, however, between initiation of demand development strategies and
the generation of sufficient volume to justify the feasibil ity of a distribution center.

IIowever, such a center may be

feasible following extensive pre-marketing promotion and
brand recognition campaigns.

It can be expected that the

center will operate on a smaller scale than in other markets
until demand can be further oriented to East Coast species.
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CHICAGO

l

Chicago is an extremely high-volume seafood Market.

It

not only serves the needs of its immediate metropolitan area
(which is second only to New York) , but also many of the distributors and wholesalers here serve the entire mid-western
market.
Unlike many mid-western cities, Chicago is an old, established marketplace.

The consumers are sophisticated and the

competititon for sales is extremely active.

Several distribu-

tors made the comment that if a Haine distribution center was
established and tried to obtain retail consumer sales, all
distributors would cut prices during the short run to drive
the center out of business.

There is a certain degree of hos-

tility exhibited at all levels of the distribution chain in
Chicago towards East Coast producers and distributors who (in
the words of one retail buyer) think " . . . that once the
fish leaves the Coast, they are dealing with natives."
vvithin its metropolitan boundaries, the fresh fish· market is expanding gradually after rapid increases in sales in
the late 1960s and early 1970s were dampened by large price
increases.

Fresh fish sales are primarily fresh-water oriented

(75 percent) but, as was found in many cities of the upper
mid-West, fear of pollutants in the Great Lakes and quality
decline, have decreased sales.

Numerous sources have reported

unsatisfied demand with increasing deliveries of salt-water
fish.

}

I

The comment was frequently heard from distributors and
wholesalers that retailers are unwilling to meet the demand
because of investment requirements or are unknowledgeable of
it.

As a consequence, some distributors, such as Burhop's,

Inc., have established their own retail outlets

~otable

ex-

ceptions to retailers reluctant to meet the demand are Jewel

l
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chain stores and Dominick's which have fresh fish . cases up
to 18 feet and significant advertising campaigns.

Both stores

claim the programs have been successful, some distributors in
the area disagree.

All

~ominick

stores offer full service

counters which are reportedly preferred by consumers in the
area.
In total, fresh and frozen fillet sales were reported to
exceed those of prepared seafood products at the retail level.
Preferred species for the area aside from lake fish and some
catfish are ocean perch, halibut, cod, haddock, and sole.
There is little demand at the retail level for whiting although
it is becoming increasingly popular, due to cost considerations,
with the food service industry.

Pollock sales although rela-

tively small are increasing.
The East Coast, Canada, and to a limited extent the West
Coast, are the major suppliers of ocean fillets to this area,
but numerous problemswith adequate supplies of high-quality
product were voiced by distributors and retailers in the area.
A large unmet demand appears to exist for boneless, skinless,
mild-flavored fish.

Products with these characteristics should

do fairly well in fuis market, especially if priced between
$1.00 - $2.00 per pound at the wholesale level.
Most seafood products (90 percent) are trucked into the
area and most of the air cargo originates on the West Coast,
except for lobster shipped through Boston.

A general comment

was that road networks to the East Coast, and to a lesser extent the Gulf Coast, were excellent while road connections
westward were inferior. The Rockies and other mountain ranges
make the guarantee of quality products from the West Coast by
truck a questionable proposition.

O'Hare Airport in

is the busiest (in terms of number of flights)

~hicago

in the world.

Area distributors expressed only minor problems, however, in
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receiving shipments.

Fresh fish shipments to the market-

place are commonly trucked from the East Coast.
All of the large brand-name product lines are present
in the area, including Gorton, l1rs. Paul, !.1rs. Friday, Booth;
Brilliant, and Ship Ahoy.
carry nultiple lines.
are (in order):

Most of the large chain stores

The largest chain stores in this

Jewel, Certified, and Dominick.

are~

food

~wo

store chains increasing the share of narket are Lucky and
Eagle stores.

Product mark-up in this market area is

reported to be 15-20 percent at the wholesale level and 30
percent at the retail level.
COLU~1BUS

The Columbus market has a good East roast seafood
orientation, and is uniforMly described by food distributors
as a e:quality conscious 11 city.
fish fillets are favored:

:1ild-flavored, \.vhite

~eat

popular Rast Coast species at

present include cod, halibut, flounder, sea bass, perch,
haddock, and scallops.
about

~3.00

Fresh, halibut and haddock bring

per pound at the retail level.

Frozen varieties

(pre-packaged raw, breaded, and IQF-thawed) are prinary
demand items -- few wholesalers or retailers deal in fresh
fish products.

One retail chain in the area has increased

fresh offerings (approximately 100 pounds per store are
sold weekly), utilizing a "Fish of the r-7eek" promotional
strategy with some success.

Others identify higher costs

of purchase (wholesale Canadian cod delivered fresh is $.30
per pound higher than frozen) and spoilage rates of unsold
products as prohibitive.

Columbus area restaurants are

also not purchasing increasing amounts of fresh seafood,
reportedly because of high costs and high quality of available IQF fillets.

"
I
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Local seafood distributors see an excellent continued
demand for frozen seafood items, especially at the institutional level.

Retail chain offerings in frozen and fresh

may be potentially expanded given promotional effort directed
at development of consuner demand.

r~Ji thout

evidence of good

sales volume, it is unlikely that retailers will increase
handling of any seafood product.
Plans of Maine producers to emphasize the high quality
of its products should be accepted well in the Columbus
market.

Area distributors are suspicious, however, of

half-hearted attempts by state governments to create a
demand for local products.

Recent efforts by Florida to

promote sales of mullett and mackerel in Ohio were not
followed with promised marketing support or continued
availability of supplies.
Relatively small distributors/wholesalers are the major
force in seafood movement around Columbus.

Food brokers

maintain fairly small market shares, and no nationally based
distribution companies service the immediate narket area.
The potential to generally expand seafood sales in ColQmbus
is limited somewhat by its proximity to and increasing levels
of competition from moderately sized wholesale distributors
in the Cleveland and Pittsburgh market areas.

Profit

margins at both the wholesale and retail levels are declining
slightly (1-2 percent) as a result.
Although moderate opportunities currently exist, it is
suggested that :1aine producers at best conduct exploratory
marketing/brand recognition strategies.

Present seafood

demand by consumers (and thus retailers) requires
through promotion and education.

nurturin~

The r1aine industry may

further consider defining the relevant market area to
include Cincinnati and/or

Cleveland~

if local transport
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logistics could be streamlined, prospects for high-voluMe
turnover necessary to a proposed distribution center would
be considerably brighter.

In this light, Columbus' central

location would provide the best point from which to base
Ohio area-wide operations.
DENVER
The great majority of all seafood sold in Denver moves
from the distributor/wholesaler level.

Denver distributors

are concerned as much with promptness and continuity of
supplies as with the competitive price of a product.

Delays

in transportation of food shipments are identified as a
continuing problem in general, especially in fresh products,
and sources interviewed expressed candid doubts as to whether
this situation could be immediately improved.

Concerns were

expressed that a one-day late airfreight delivery often
results in the loss of a market for the entire shipment.
These attitudes are held by distributors nation-wide,

however~

transportation into Denver is subject to less delay than in
other, multi-air connection locales.

Contacts indicated

their sensitivity to the potential for transport problems,
at the same time admitting that profit margins brought by
fresh fish in Denver compensate for them.

Local distributors

indicate that sales of fresh seafood in Denver could be
tripled (up to an additional 20,000 pounds per month or more)
with appropriate promotion and product availability to
support increasing demand.
Retail chains in the area have expanded frozen seafood
sections, and some carry limited fresh lines on a regular
basis.

Fresh products are slowly gaining in popularity at

the retail level, although some of the product advertised
as fresh is in reality fresh/frozen and thawed.

Favored

"fresh" varieties in the area are largely limited to sole,
cod, halibut, and haddock;
J

(the latter two species selling
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fresh - for between $3.50-$5.00 per pound) one wholesaler,
however, is experiencing good success with gray and lemon
sole ($5.00 per pound), schrod cod, ocean perch, whiting
($1.50-$3.00 per pound), and scallops among other species.
Further, the few specialty seafood stores in the area are
thriving, sharing the approximately 50 percent of sales not
done by retail chains with restaurants.
A large local retail chain recently has experimented
with a large truck shipment (22,000 pounds) of fresh seafood
out of Gloucester, Massachusetts.

Individual outlets have

experienced limited good success with the campaign to date,
although some problems with unsold -- and subsequently
frozen -- product and late shipments have occurred.

The

chain nevertheless has plans to continue fresh distribution
(although lesser quantities) through the Lenten period, with
an intent to receive airfreight shipments in the future
should demand continue.

Advertisements in newspaper food

sections are attractive, utilizing a Gloucester logo and
strong references to the high quality of seafood originating
in the "cold waters of the Atlantic".
Knowledgeable sources in the area feel that seafood
demand is linked in part to trends in beef prices:

sales

of fish to all market sectors increased substantially when
meat prices rose two years ago, and fell off in 1977 when
meat prices declined.

Denver consumers are responsive to

advertising and other seafood promotion, although marketing
activities are usually confined to fresh-water trout.
Frozen seafood constitutes about 95 percent of total
market sales, with processed (prepared) fish making up
one-half of frozen sales.

Frozen seafood is subject to

strong and continuous demand according to retailers, who
also favor the handling convenience over fresh.

Profit

margins of 30 percent or more at the retail levels and
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10-15 percent at wholesale apparently is sufficient to out-

weigh such negative

aspects, however.

Consumer nrice ac-

ceptance is good, absorbing slightly higher transportation
costs to this market.

Frozen varieties are generally

priced 20-50 percent lower than fresh:

turbot fillets

(fresh-frozen and thawed) average $1.50 per pound, with
frozen/prepared halibut fillets running $2.00 for an eight
ounce package.
Denver, along with Houston and Atlanta market areas,
is located in the so-called "Sun Belt" and has enjoyed
significant growth in both population and business activity.
Average consumers are relatively young, concerned about
economy and value, but well oriented to nutritious diets
and product quality.

I~ine

seafoods should thrive in such

a market, to the point that establishment of a distribution
center to supply the wholesale level with both fresh and
frozen !1aine products appears viable.

ConsQ~er

de~and

may

be potentially developed by knowledgeable, aggressive
distributors existing in the market area.

!1aine producers

may consider frozen packaging under a respected brand name
in the area, or other strategies to build initial sales
volume in order to justify a distribution center.
DETROIT
Detroit is an excellent, high-volume fish market
primarily oriented towards the consumption of fresh-water
species with consumption of ocean fish oriented towards
East Coast species.
however, has issued

l

The Michigan State Department of Health,
reco~~ended

Great Lake fish to be

consQ~ed

limitations on amounts of
due to pollutants, and the

supply of fresh-water fish has declined.
absence of quality fresh-water perch has
retail, consumer demand for this product.

In fact, the
al~ost

eli~inated

Because of its

orientation to East Coast species and because a strong
J
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demand for fresh-water fish cannot be met, Detroit represents a high potential for the sale of Maine product.
There are other market characteristics which contribute
to this market area's attractiveness.
Maine producers and deliveries of
taking place.

~aine

It has proximity to
product are currently

There is a large over-50 population looking

towards fish as an easily digestible food and consumers are
generally health/diet conscious.

Many ethnic groups in the

area exist which are traditional fish consumers and rising
meat prices in the area, especially beef, are reported to
be positively impacting fish sales.
Detroit- area distributors contacted estimate that
50-60 percent of retail seafood sales are fresh, with less
than one-fifth processed through the East Coast.

Ocean

perch, cod, haddock, and sole are primary fresh products
(selling at a relatively low average retail price of
$2-2.40 per pound fresh, and $1.40 per pound frozen), with
species such as seabass, striped bass, whiting, sole, and
even monkfish being introduced on a limited basis.

Detroit

fish dealers maintain "good relations" with East Coast
suppliers, but are concerned with rising prices for inferior quality fish.

Despite a fresh-fish orientation, a

minority of supermarkets maintain large (over 10 feet)
self-service counters, and relatively little marketing is
conducted in a price-and-advertising conscious consuming
atmosphere.
Competition is reportedly "stiff" at the wholesale
level and as a result, profit margins on both fresh and
salt water fish were reported to be lower (10-12 percent)
than in most other market areas examined.

Distributors

currently dealing with r.1aine producers appreciate the stabler
prices on

~aine

product as opposed to Boston Fish Pier
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prices, but express negative comments on the packaging used
by Maine producers and suggest, as one distributor said,
that "

. they should take a few lessons from the Canadians.''

As expected , distributors were antagonistic towards the
establishment of a Haine distribution center geared to
retail customer sales and, as in Chicago, stated price cuts
might be initiated to force such a center out of business.
However, distributors/wholesalers in the area represent a
significant market potential for sale of Maine product for
the reasons discussed above, if quality and continuous supply
concerns can be met.

A phased development approach, as

outlined in Chapter I, might meet with moderate success,
especially if backed with marketing aid by the State of
Haine.
HOUSTON
The Houston market area appears to offer exceptional
potential, as evidenced by increasing consumption of East
Coast species, as well as the city's rising importance as
a national business center and its roles as a regional
distribution center.
Consumer attitudes toward (frozen and fresh)

seafood in

general are favorable, although present orientations run
toward Gulf and southern water species such as mackerel,
flounder, and red snapper.

Retail prices of these species

are high, however, with fresh snapper over $3.25 per pound
and shrimp bringing as much as $7.00 per pound.

I
1

One major

distributor in the area cites the influx of easterners into
Houston, the many new seafood restaurants, the growth and
success of specialty seafood markets, and increasing orders
from institutional/food service customers as evidence of a
strong trend toward East Coast species.

Traditionally,

popular cod is being accompanied by pollock, turbot, whiting,
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sole, and ocean perch as high-volume species.

r·rholesalers

in the area complain that dwindling supplies of haddock and
halibut are negatively impacting what is described as
"fantastic demand" for these products in fillet form.
Wholesale profit margins between 10-15 percent are being
steadfastly maintained, however.

Local fast-food service

outlets are thriving; considering cello-packed ocean perch
blocks as an alternative to increasingly expensive cod.
Retail chains as a rule carry no fresh fish and only a
limited selection of IQF fillets and other frozen prepared
seafood.

Retail store managers indicate the need for

promotion and stimulation of consumer demand.

Distributors

identify the "fault" as lying with retailers themselves, and
a strong wholesale demand for fresh East Coast species is
suggested by at least one specialty seafood shop, whose
wholesale orders from restaurants alone has increased 20
ti~es

over the last six months, with no advertising.

specialty

shop~

Such

typically maintain profits of 30 percent

and over.
Houston distributors indicate that demand for seafood
is no longer linked with beef prices, but is potentially an
independent retail profit center in itself.

~hey

do state,

however, that it will require effective promotion and good
supplies to eliminate seasonal demand fluctuations.

Although

a majority of market sources indicated the probable consumer
acceptance of Maine seafoods, it was suggested that efforts
should be aimed at demonstrating-the comparability of Haine
species with Gulf species, but at a higher quality level.
Processed, precooked frozen fish are selling particularly
well; one distributor attributes this to the theory that preparing fish in a batter or breading tends to "improve" the
flavor of lower-priced (and usually more abundant) fish species.
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Rates of population influx into the Houston area are
among the highest in the nation.

\Ali th

a growing nu.rnber of

_health-conscious consumers and corresponding increases in
disposable income,

long-ter~

demand potential is anticipated.

The extent to which this demand can be developed will
determine the success of an actual holding center for the distribution of Maine products.

It is suggested that brand

recognition will be important to Haine seafood acceptance in
light of present competition from frozen food distributors
and fresh Gulf species.

Thus, a distribution center appears

viable after full-scale promotion establishes sufficient
demand for volume movement of Haine offerings specifically.
LOS ANGELES
Consumption of East Coast species in this market is
increasing, attributable in part to both a well-traveled
resident population, and in-migration of easterners to
Southern California.

Although oriented primarily to rvest

Coast seafood, contacts in the area indicated fish products
from tlaine would be attractive to this market, especially
during the "off season".

1i'lholesalers in the area currently

have some experience in seasonally airfreighting fresh
products from

~ova

Scotia into the market during the months

of February and Harch.
Fresh fish consumption has been very much on the increase in the Los Angeles area which enjoys a broad spectrum
of tastes on the part of its consuming public.

~1any

of the

people on the West Coast, and in Southern California in
particular; are first generation arrivals

fro~

Eastern cities.

!1any of them are older people who tend to be careful of their
diets, trying to keep their intake of meat proteins and fats
relatively low, and have found favor in the past with fish,
and who carry with them their Eastern tastes.

J

~his,

again,
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reinforces the notion that a market of great strength for
Eastern fish would exist on the West Coast.
Another characteristic that is important to bear in
mind is that the retail level displays a considerable amount
of loyalty to distributors, wholesalers and brokers.
However, this loyalty is not singular in the sense that
each retail chain outlet does business with only one intermediary in the infrastructure.

!1ajor chains such as Hughes

Markets, Vons, Ralphs and others, tend to deal repeatedly
with particular wholesalers and distributors, but not
necessarily with only one.

Furthermore, brokers are free

to go on and deal directly with the retail markets on occasion and, sirice the broker will not have the facilities
to handle the product physically, the market will designate
itsusual distributor and/or wholesaler to handle the product that the market and the.broker agree on.
Of equal importance to industry sources interviewed
are the factors of guaranteed supplies and competitiveness
of pricing . . Distributors in Los Angeles are familiar with
quality of Haine seafood through the handling of frozen
fish and gourmet shellfish items (lobster, shrimp), and
suggest that a slightly higher price (5 to 10 cents per
pound) for Maine products may be accepted in
markets.

Californi~

This assumes an intensive advertising campaign

by the :1aine industry which is successful in creating a
quality image, differentiating their products from

~est

Coast sources of seafood, relying on traditional price
acceptance by the Los Angeles consumer.
Retail mark-ups on fresh fish are high, ranging between
25 and 50 percent on the

average~

frozen sea products are

less profitable in absolute terms, but retailers contacted
feel that frozen varieties are generally on the upswing in
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terms of demand.

Certain wholesalers are already concerned

about gaining access to

co~plete

lines of frozen seafood in

preparation for what is identified as a definite trend on
the West Coast away from fresh species, particularly in
light of growing demand from institutional and food service
customers.

Haine seafood offers a particularly attractive

product in the winter months.
The wholesale food distribution level in Los Angeles
is a developed one and highly competitive.

Although whole-

sale margins reportedly are slowly declining, the growing
Southern California area still provides opportunities for
market expansion, according to industry contacts.

In-

dividual wholesalers emphasize requirements of continuous
supplies and thus prefer to deal with sources more proximately located to the market.

However, no major delivery

problems are anticipated in flying fresh products in from
the eastern seaboard, but cost considerations are important.
Further, ground transport of frozen products from Haine is
indicated as feasible, assuming delivery of supply is timely
in terms of actual

de~and.

To develop such demand for

~taine

products on a more consistent basis than an occasional
specialty item, education is necessary at all market levels
to establish Maine product differentiation, dependability
of supply, and price competitiveness.

Los Angeles sources

suggested that Maine producers emphasize (and make available)
the "full line" of products.

As Maine species become avail-

able in the area and their quality attributes are made known

l

to consumers, it is felt that restaurants and retail chains
would be primary customers of fresh and I0F thawed fillets
and shellfish.

Without prices competitive with brands avail-

able locally, however, other Maine frozen/prepared products
will reportedly have a more difficult time.

J
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In terms of distribution center potential, cost of
transportation, cost of communication, and development of
good volume demand will be the key issues.

Pre-testing

demand through promotional efforts by r1aine producers has
been recommended by several industry sources who also
indicated a significant potential for Maine products in
the long run.
The Maine industry should consider representation at
the California Seafood Institute's West Coast Fishing
Industry convention in Hay as an initial step toward inter·action with western markets.
HINNEAPOLIS
The Minneapolis-Twin Cities metropolitan area represents
excellent potential to be a leading per capita fish market
in the nation.

Retail chains expertly display and merchan-

dise full lines of both fresh and frozen seafood, in turn
moving high volumes (up to 5000 pounds per store. weekly) of
fish.

Fresh-water species represent about one-third of

these sales, subject to a proportionately increasing
. for East Coast varieties.
by educational promotion:

~arket

Good advertising is accompanied
availability of a

11

home economist

11

to the shopping public; point of purchase displays and
recipes for fish preparation: and knowledgeable sales people
who recommend new varieties.

Profit margins of 30-50 percent

at the retail level for species such as cod, sole, halibut,
ocean perch, and even whiting, turbot, pollock, sea bass,
and shark are conunon in the market area, with average price
per pound of traditional varieties running between $1.75-

$2.50 to the consumer.

Wholesale dealers maintain margins

of 10-15 percent, typically purchasing cod for $1.60 per
pound.
A large Scandinavian population maintains a year-round
demand for a variety of seafood.

This retail exposure to
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fish has developed demand from the general

~win

Cities

buying public as well, and potential for market expansion
in all sectors -- retail, institutional, and food service.
Fresh product sales constitute about 10 percent of total
seafood at present, or over 35,000 pounds per week.
The major area wholesalers are presently suffering
some supply problems.

They are familiar with East Coast

species and quality, but are disenchanted with foreign
sellers and existing supply lines.

Specialty seafood

ite~s

(squid, shrimp, oysters) are available at best in limited
quantities when demand for these products is rapidly growing
as retailers attempt to develop "full-line/variety" images.
Fresh and frozen fish are sold in the round as well as
filleted at most retail outlets.

~istributors

in

~1inneapolis

are concerned over what they consider as increasingly prohibitive airfreight charges for fresh products (as opposed
to ground transport), and are actively

se~king

economical ways to bring in fresh seafood.

new, more

Area fish dealers

are already considering an exploratory proposal froM a small
independent concern to help finance daily refrigerated truck
deliveries of fresh fish direct from East Coast wharves.
Discussions have not as yet materialized into actual negotiations to distribute, however.

Long-term trends toward frozen

blocks and fillets to food service and institutional customers
as 60 percent of the area's total seafood market.
The wholesale level of distribution in Minneapolis
consists primarily of two or three local seafood distributing
concerns, supplemented by a few food brokers.

Some buyers

for retail outlets in the area are loyal to these suppliers
and suggest that new seafood product offering would best
come through existing wholesalers/distributors.

A tradi-

tional fresh water fish orientation has already provided a
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base to rapid salt-water fish market expansion.

Pro~otional

campaigns to develop Maine products would best be directed
at reinforcing and expanding efforts presently ongoing.
The Minneapolis market has potentially given !1aine producers
a head start on proper demand development, to serve as a
prototype strategy for other market opportunities.

As such,

the Minneapolis area appears as perhaps the best market
nationally to successfully establish a distribution center
through local distributors as proposed.

~etailers

are

anxious to acquire consistent supplies of a full line of
East Coast seafood to meet existing consumer

de~and,

and

wholesalers/distributors provide efficient distribution
lines and customer rapport.

Because of the existing

potential for movement of large quantities, rapid development of an efficient transportation system from the East
Coast to the Twin Cities will be of primary importance in
supplying quality, competitively priced fish to an already
maturing seafood marketplace.

It is anticipated that a

combination of air and truck freight could serve

~1inneapolis,

but in view of potential quantity requirements, it is recommended that the Haine industry immediately explore
methods to reduce air container and commodity rates.

The

necessity to connect through Chicago's O'Hare Airport must
be reckoned with, however, in terms of accurate and timely
demand estimation.
PITTSBURGH
As stated by one distributor, "Pittsburgh is as good
as any other fish market on the East Coast".

Distribution

of seafood product is primarily handled through three
relatively large wholesale/distributors.

Brokers and

specialty shops corner a small market share.
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Of the large volume of fillets handled in the area, 15
percent are fresh and most of this volume is purchased from
the Boston area.

IQF fillets are received from sources

around the world, but with minor contribution by domestic
sources.
Japan.

The leading suppliers include Iceland, Norway, and
Prepared seafoods are primarily received froM East

Coast processors.

Sales of fresh and frozen fillets were

reported as not expanding now, although they had been in
the recent past.
Species preferred include cod, ocean perch, haddock,
and flounder.

Pollock is a poor performer because dis-

tributors classify it as "too dark" for consumer preferences.
Whiting is a good retail mover, being the leading seller
after the preferred species mentioned above.

Supplies are

primarily received from South Africa because of a larger
fish and lower price than the product which is available
from Haine sources.
Airfreight is used to a limited extent primarily tor
salmon from the West Coast and lobster from

~ ·taine.

Dis-

tributors appear highly knowledgeable about existing
sources of supply, but all expressed a desire to obtain a
source which could offer a full line of high-quality East
Coast species on a continual basis.
It has become obvious from talking with people in the
trade that consumers in the Pittsburgh area are more price
conscious than in other market areas and prefer the less

l
l

expensive varieties of fish.

This is supported by the fact

that a strong summer demand for ocean perch evaporated when
scarce supplies forced prices upward.

Current supplies of

relatively high-priced product are presently being sold.
Additionally, several large chain stores have noved their

j
1

buying offices and warehouses out of the area.
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It appears that a distribution center may not be immediately feasible in this market area.

Active marketing

of the high-quality aspect of Haine product may not result
in gaining a price advantage for :1aine product over the
competition.

Second, a consuming public which prefers the

less expensive varieties of product, may not meet the full
line purchasing requirements of a distribution center.
SAN DIEGO
The San Diego area exists alongside Los Angeles as a
contained, separate, although smaller market in terms of
consumers.

The population is growing rapidly with respect

to the rest of the country, and maintains an independent
group of retail outlets handling fish and other seafood
products.

In terms of secondary (wholesale) levels of dis-

tribution, however, the San Diego and Los Angeles markets
service one another to some degree.

This fact could result

in logistic economies of scale for !1aine producers in terms
of supply quantities and transportation costs.

The San

Diego retail market closely parallels Los Angeles in terms
of fresh, West Coast fish orientation, with consumers prepared to pay "premiurna prices for good quality fresh species.
There also exists a competitively supplied, more price-sensitive
and growing demand for frozen seafood products from the East
Coast.

A somewhat greater influx of Mexican fish is char-

acteristic in the San Diego market, by truck as well as boat.
Several area wholesalers/distributors complained of
constant delays in airfreight.

The two principal routes

from Maine to San Diego are either through Delta Airlines
(stopping in Atlanta, where transshipment problems arise due
to plane transfer) or United or American Airlines (through
Los Angeles and then to San Diego, usually by truck.

Both

of these means of shipment have proven to be very unreliable
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in the past and, although the San Diego people accept these
likelihoods of delay, it remains to arrange for shipMents to
b~

kept on the same airplane.

Opportunity exists for

~1aine

producers to establish direct lines into San Diego where none
presently exist, but high costs anticipated could price
products out of the marketplace.

~istributors

suggest that there is a high potential for

~1aine

in the area

~aine

product, but

emphasize the importance of transportation logistics.
Contacts also suggest that a representative from
visit the area, especially wholesale/distributors.

~1aine

They

also demonstrate a general antipathy to have government out
of the fish business and suggest an industry representative
be sent; someone who can sit down, make deals ann most importantly, make deliveries.
~aine

It was also suggested that the

industry also have someone back East frorn the West

Coast industry.

Several contacts indicated that producers

in Maine were unaware of the problems facing California businessmen.

In particular, it was stated that aaine producers

did not know how to pack for warmer climates.

I
J

J
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TABLE II-1
RETAIL AND FOOD SERVICE SALES, 1976, FOR
IN-DEPTH MARKET AREAS

Food
Store Sales

City
Chicago
Minneapolis
Detroit
Houston
Atlanta
Denver
Columbus
Los Angeles
San Diego
Pittsburgh

Source:

$

4.7
1.1
2.8
1.9
882.0
848.0
566.0
4,678.0
983.0
1,290.0

Eating
Place

Bil $ 2.3 Bil
621.0 Mil
Bil
1.0 Bil
Bil
Bil
804. 0 ~·1i 1
747.0 Mil
Mi 1
51 o. o r1i 1
Mi 1
252.0 Mil
Mil
Mil 2 '252. 0 ~1i 1
Mi 1
461.0 Mil
Mil
354.0 ~1il

"r·.1arl<et Profiles"~ Supermarket News,
August 15, 1977.

Fast
Food
$658.0
180.0
355.0
278.0
289.0
136.0
97.0
656.0
140.0
119. 0

Restaurant
Mil
Mi 1
Mil
Mil
Mi 1
Mil
Mi 1
~1il
~1il

Mi 1

1.3 Bil
373.0 ~1i 1
531 . 0 Mi 1
394.0 Mi 1
341.0 Mil
313. o r~i 1
148.0 Mil
1 ,406. 0 Mi 1
295.0 Mil
196.0 Mi 1

$
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TABLE II-2
RETAIL FOOD STORE SHARE OF MARKET FOR
IN-DEPTH MARKET AREAS
ATLANTA
Alterman
Colonial
Kroger
t~i nn Dixie
A&P
Associated Grocers
Others

DENVER
23.0%
23.0
14.5
11 . 5
11 . 0
11 . 5
5.5

CHICAGO
Jewel
Dominick's
Certified
Others

32.0%
14.0
17.0
37.0

I
1

\~e i nga rten

16.0
15.0
15.0
54.0

20%
13
13
7
47

NNEAPOL IS

Red Owl
Country Club
Super Valu
Applebaum's
Penny's
Others
SA~I

19.8%
12.3
12.7
9.4
7.9
9.3
28.6

's

Safeway
Kroger
o·
... , ce
Others
~·1I

PITTSBURGH
Giant Eagle
Kroger
Shop N Save
Foodland
A&P
Thorofare
All Others

33%
35
5
6
5
4
12

HOUSTON

DETROIT
Farmer Jack(Borman's)
Great Scott (Allied)
Chatham
Others

Safeway
King Soopers
Albertson's
Miller's
National Tea
Associated Grocers
Others

16%
19
17
13
13
22

DIEGO

Safeway
Lucky
Big Bear
Vans
Alpha Beta
Fed Mart
Commissaries
Others

19%
16
13
13
12
9
8
10
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Table II-1 (cont'd)
Retail Food Store Share of Market for In-Depth Market Areas

LOS ANGELES
Ralph's
Vans
Alpha Beta
Lucky
Safeway
~1arket Basket
Fazio
A11 Others

15.4%
11 . 0

12.3
11 . 0

8.4
6.0
4.0
31.9

COLUMBUS
Big Bear
Kroger
Gold Circle Fisher Fazio
IGA

22.0%
24.0
10.0
8.0

A&P

5.0

Food World
Lauson
Super Duper
All Others

4.0
1.0
6.0
18.0

Source:

11

Mark9t Segment Update
September, 1977.
11

,

Restaurant Business,
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~ffiDIUH-POTENTIAL

~1ARKETS

PHILADELPHIA

This market area is familiar with East Coast seafood and
wholesalers are experiencing supply shortages in terms of
both order time lag and species available.

A large ethnic

consuming group maintains consistent demand levels for a
variety of salt-water fresh fish, even though absolute population of the metropolitan area is decreasing in size.

Frozen

seafood products, both uncooked and prepared, represent
growing sales through retail and institutional food customers.
Competition among wholesalers/distributors in the
area is significant:

~arket

profit margins have declined slightly

to around 10 percent, and new seafood competitors at this
level are struggling.
Market development opportunities for Maine products in
Phildelphia exist, but require extensive promotion in the
area to establish brand quality and recognition of specific
seafood supplies.

Area distributors work under limited

warehouse storage space; assuming r1aine producers locate a
suitable site, the benefits of short-term storage that a distribution center offers would be especially favorable here.
ST. LOUIS

The convenience and lower costs of frozen seafood are
emphasized as explanations for the doninance of frozen
varieties at all distribution levels in St. Louis.

l
j

East

Coast species do well here, competing with Gulf fish to some
extent.

Retail profit nargins of 30 percent or nore are

maintained on frozen seafood products by retailers, primarily
selling cod, pollock, cusk, halibut, ocean perch, and a good
volume in gourmet shellfish.
per pound for frozen fish.

~·7holesale

prices average $1.45
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Area retailers and wholesalers alike identify St. Louis
as having excellent fresh fish potential, with education/
promotion required to develop demand for East Coast species.
Restaurants deal largely in IQF fillets, one chain relying
on up to eight primary producers to provide a continuous
supply of

Several sources indicated an interest

seafood~

in dealing with

~1aine

producers, but question the ability

of present demand (for fresh or frozen products) to support
a profitable distribution center.

Effort will be required

to establish the "better:' quality of fresh East Coast varieties
generically, and to promote the ilaine producers' logo in a
competitive frozen market.
SAN FRANCISCO
Competition for seafood sales at all distribution levels
is intense in this market, which is traditionally oriented to
fresh fish.

Population characteristics explain market op-

portunities here:

a large influx of easterners, who have

experienced, enjoy, and demand East Coast species; a relatively wealthy population willing to pay for quality and
freshness; and a large ethnic consuming group which maintains
a consistently high demand for seafood in general.
Retail outlets distributing fresh and frozen seafood
products are plentiful.

There are numerous gourmet rest-

aurants in the market area, serving fresh and IQF thawed
fish from worldwide sources.

Restaurants and retailers alike

express interest in not only East Coast varieties of lobster:
crab, cod, halibut, haddock, flounder, and oceari perch, but
represent a good demand for specialty items (shark, r:lussels,
squid, and oysters).

Distribution lines are largely es-

tablished, but existing distributors express confidence in
an expanded market for a full line of Maine products.

Brand

recognition and product differentiation would be especially
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important strategies in this market, appealing to quality
interests before price considerations.

Frozen products, as

in the Los Angeles/San Diego market areas, will be subjected
to strict price competition from branch distribution centers
of large food concerns in the area.
CINCINNATI
Of the seafood consumed in this market area, less than

1.

five percent is fresh.
flounder and sole.

Leading species are cod, haddock,

Little ocean perch or pollock is sold

in the market area.

Whiting does a good job, but only species

from South Africa are readily available.
The little fresh fish which is sold is primarily trucked
in from the Great Lakes.

This market area does not have a

primary orientation towards lake fish and no fresh catfish
is sold in the area.

All frozen fillets delivered to the

marketplace come from foreign suppliers and processed product
is received from Canada and the East Coast.
Distributors reported that consumers believe prices on
East Coast species are too high even though fillets retailed
at an average price of $1.50 per pound for fresh-frozen and
thawed varieties.
CLEVELAND

J

1

j

This market area also demonstrated medium potential for
the sale of

~1aine

seafood products.

Processed fish repre-

sents a large majority of seafood sales of this market, which
is not characterized as oriented to fresh water fish.
products have a 20 percent share of the fillet narket.

Fresh
Fresh

ocean fish product is obtained primarily from the Boston and
Gloucester areas and very few supplies of domestically produced
frozen fillets are used.
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Preferred species for this market are cod, haddock,
pollock, and ocean perch with little demand for either
whiting or sardines.

As in Cincinnati, consumers were re-

ported to be extremely price conscious and believe present
fillet prices are too high.
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SUMHARY RECOHHENDATIONS OF
STRATEGIES FOR

1

A~EAS

EN'I'!?.Y

~1ARKE'!'

INVESTIGATED IN-DEPTH

Harket entry recommendations for cities investigated
in-depth by Harbridge House fall into three courses of action.
A.

Full Commitment/Distribution Center Concept
This strategy, as described in Chapter I, envisions

markets which presently demonstrate wholesale receptiveness
and enough volume potential to suggest a distrib 11tion center
may be feasibly supported.

ImpleMentation of this strategy

assumes full commitment of resources to the tasks as outlined, efficient cost control, and continuous tracking of
market demand estimates and projections.

All of the above

will be essential to establish a center on a "cautious"
operating level.
MINNEAPOLIS is currently a mature seafood market.

Good

demand for a variety of species exists at present, further
cultivated by expert merchandising at the retail level and
supported by an efficient wholesale element.
oriented to seafood, especially fresh,

The area is

in high volume. Price

acceptance is good.
DENVER, as a rapidly expanding community holds the
economic potential to support seafood products which a young,
health and diet conscious public is demanding.

Fresh fish

is fast becoming a popular food item among Denver consumers,
as witnessed by success of area specialty seafood shops and
growing fresh offerings by retail chains.

An able and ag-

gressive wholesale level exists to promulgate a distribution
center concept as described.

Additionally, East Coast spe-

cies have few other salt-water fish to compete with in this
market.

J
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HOUSTON, also with a fast growing consumer base, shows
every indication of accepting East Coast varieties as a
supplement or in addition to expensive Gulf Coast species.
Air transport delays are minimal, and wholesale/retail
elements are receptive to a distribution center concept.
B.

Test Marketing/Phased Development
This Chapter I strategy requires commitment of first-

line capital and promotional resources to a market area.
When product demand and volume requirements can be accurately
determined, a distribution center facility may be feasibly
located in these markets.

This strategy is recommended for

those markets where initial indications for the acceptance
of Maine seafood products are good, but should be tested
under real market response conditions as affected by I1aine
promotional effort.
OHIO as a single market area, utilizing Columbus as a
hub with satellite centers in Cleveland and Cincinnati, may
generate sufficient volumes to justify additional transport
costs within the area.

Although potential is good and test

marketing appears warranted, it is reconrnended that a
Columbus distribution center follow other recommended sites
to take advantage of experience gained.

Further study of the

Cleveland and Cincinnati markets is also required, because
these markets were not analyzed in-depth by Harbridge House.
The area as a whole offers a growing fresh demand with no
fish variety orientations.

Consumer education and promotion

will be important in integrating this market.
ATLANTA has current fresh fish orientations, but Gulf
Coast species are still

h~ghly

preferred.

T~en~s~indicate

a stronq potential acceptance and demand for East Coast
varieties.
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1

CHICAGO is a high-volume seafood market, with preferences
for light, mild-flavored fish.

Fresh water orientations do

not predominate, but education at the retailer level is required for effective handling.

Transportation logistics are

good, with relatively low costs.

l

DETROIT fish consumption patterns are presently changing
from fresh water species, with an ethnic and diet-conscious
population . as traditional fish consumers.

Good potential to

introduce low-cost specialty items exists.
LOS ANGELES AND SAN DIEGO as a combined market presents
a realistic area in which to concentrate efforts due to
serviceability by Los Angeles wholesalers and problems in
San Diego's transportation logistics. These two cities can
and do effectively serve as a single market area in terms of
distribution to retailers and institutional customers.

Pro-

motion in this market will be a key to develop brand differentiation and quality attributes of Maine seafood. Competition
from West Coast species can be expected.
PITTSBURGH, as a market area close to the East Coast,
offers certain transportation advantages.

Potential for

fresh Haine seafood acceptance is good, assuming price competitiveness, consumer education, and development to a full
line of seafood products.

This area is currently familiar

to segments of the Maine industry.

I
J
j

Each of these markets is competitive and development of
brand awareness, coupled with a positive image of Maine seafood products, will be especially important in creating a
"pull" type demand from retail consumers.

products in significant volume is anticipated in

ech of these

markets, but test marketing should be employed to determine
precisely the level of demand.

J

Acceptance of Haine
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c.

Limited Action
Some of the market areas examined show future potential

for r1aine seafood distribution.

However, the time and effort

required to develop demand and the difficulty in solving significant logistical roadblocks to product delivery are considered reasons why these areas do not merit top priority for
direct market entry by Maine producers at this time.

The

recommended course of action in these markets is for Haine
producers to contact key wholesalers individually, apprise
them of the availability and quality of Maine product, and
initiate order-by-order shipments direct from Haine through
traditional (but improved) channels of trade.
Columbus, by itself, is one of these.

The concept of

a distribution center's increased viability in smaller metropolitan areas (where local competition is less formidable or
non-existent)

is not supported in Columbus.

Distribution

lines are well developed by existing wholesalers, and strong
loyalties are found in the local food industry. Further,
volume requirements of small market areas appear insufficient
to meet the capital outlay and overhead requirements of a
distribution center.
San Diego, as a market by itself, is also unrealistic
due to transportation problems and proximity to the Los
Angeles market.

Although direct air transport routes into

San Diego may be increased in the future, present transportation problems are significant and must be considered.
It must be stressed that success or failure of a distribution center in one market area does not necessarily signal
the experience to be expected in another.

Market areas are

widely divergent in terms of demographic characteristics,
distribution methods and personnel, and consumer atti tud·e s.
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Further, management from the !taine industry is likely to vary
among centers.

Some comparisons among centers and operating

formats should be drawn, however, for the objective educational

I
1

1
1

{
J

value that exists.
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III:

ADDITIONAL

~ffiRKET

OPPORTUNITIES

The previous two chapters have focused on market opportunities which deliver Maine product, identified as Maine
product, direct to specific geographic areas.

Essential to

this, as repeatedly mentioned is the development of the industry capability to continually supply market areas with a
high-quality product.

At best, on an industry-wide basis,

this capability is several years away.
The purpose of this chapter is to delineate market opportunities open to the Maine fishing industry prior to (and
after) development of this capability.

The opportunities

available result primarily from the institution of the 200mile limit which has caused a worldwide dislocation of supply.
Full line processors relying on cod blocks

an~

raw

materials from Canada and overseas are experiencing diminishing supplies.

The Gorton Corp., for example, prior to

the institution of the 200-mile limit received 35-40 percent
of its cod blocks from Poland.

The blocks were manufactured

from product caught off the U.S. coast.

Under the new regu-

lation, Poland will not be able to maintain this level of
supply and the Gorton Corp. must obtain alternative supply
sources.
This situation is similar to that being experienced by

/

many full line processors. Not only are foreign supplies
dwindling, but also cod blocks and fisheries products from
Canada are diminishing as a result of currency fluctuations.

1

Domestic processors will look increasingly for domestic
sources of supply and will represent an increasing opportunity
for Haine interests.

It is recor.unended that the Haine fishing

industry seek to negotiate increased sales to the processing
industry, and further explore opportunities of re-processing
(through Booth, National Sea Products, etc.) to the extent
that expansion is not anticipated in-state.
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Another market opportunity for

~1aine

producers in-

volves the current dislocation of supply being experienced
by full line distributors.

These distributors for various

economic and cost-efficient reasons are turning more and
more towards frozen fillets or IQF.
of this product is presently produced

Only a minor proportion
do~estically.

However,

supplies from the traditional primary producers in Norway,
Canada, and Iceland are diminishing.
number of factors.
creasing.

This is a result of a

European fresh fish consumption is in-

Since profit margins are higher on fresh product,

some product which would have been frozen and sold in the
United States, is delivered to Europe for fresh consumption.
The 200-mile limit is partially responsible and tariff-free
arrangements between common market countries is also diverting
some supplies which previously were delivered to the United
States.

Thus, as was the case with processors, domestic

distributors are also examining alternative sources of supply.
It is suggested that the Maine fishing industry seek to
negotiate arrangements with existing distribution systems
which specialize in fresh and frozen fillets.
It i _s expe_c ted that the product purchased in

~1aine

would

be only a small proportion of the total product needs of a
full line processor or distributor.

Thus, a continuous supply

from Maine would not be an important issue.

A drawback of

this approach is that Maine product could not be identified
as such by the consumer.
This approach does, however, accomplish several other
objectives of the market expansion program.

These oppor-

tunities can be pursued immediately and need not await the
development of additional industry capability.

Full line

processors and distributors represent a market alternative
to a "blind drive" to the Boston Fish Pier which many smallsized Maine producers are currently undertaking.

The drive
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is classified as blind because of the almost hourly price
fluctuations on the Boston Fish Pier.
Through negotiated sales to either national processors
or distributors, a Maine producer will be better able to
predict the market value of his product which would better

l

enable him to conduct business planning.

Because we are

recommending contact with firms of national prominence,
complaints of non-payment should be minimized, although the
Maine producer can expect to wait up to 30 days for reimbursement.
Additional market opportunities exist in the export
market, particularly in the area of underutilized species.
Although the scope of the ·Harbridge House work effort was
confined to domestic market opportunities, it was obvious
that a substantial export market exists.

Numerous repre-

sentatives from foreign corporations have already visited
Maine in search of potential supplies.
The export market potential exists primarily as a
result of the worldwide dislocation of supply associated
with instituting the 200-mile limit.

Not only were the

foreign fleets from 20-odd countries fishing for the products
traditionally preferred by the United States

consQ~er,

i.e., cod, haddock, halibut, and flounder, but they were also
fishing for many of the species for their own countries'
consumption which the United States had classified as underutilized.

The restriction of the U.S. fishing grounds has

therefore created a shortage of supplies of the underutilized

1

species abroad where traditional markets for these species
exist.

Many of these species, i.e., dogfish, herring, and

squid, can be found off the coast of Haine.
As DMR is aware, the National Marine Fisheries Service
is endeavoring to define these markets and the steps necessary
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to achieve them.

A final report on these issues can be ex-

pected in about 18 months' time.
Another comprehensive market opportunity exists in
of seafood distribution.
~1aine

important for

te~s

Harbridge House feels that it is

producers to create and maintain brand

awareness and recognition of Haine products by conslLrners.
Frozen Maine seafood distribution through a national food
marketing concern is one opportunity to do this, and is also
not necessarily inconsistent with the Haine seafood distribution center concept.
Frozen food products are rapidly overtaking fresh varieties
due to such factors as handling and storage convenience,
quality improvements, non-perishability, and portion control.
With sufficient supplies, Maine producers could potentially
exploit what exists as an excellent market opportunity to
provide frozen seafood to wholesale and retail outlets on a
wide basis.

Leading retailers in recommended market areas

indicated a uniformly strong interest in a high-quality raw
and prepared frozen seafood line.

Wholesalers, while

enthusiastic about stimulating demand for fresh species, still
confided a reliance on the continuation of frozen products as
the "bread and buttern of their sales.

In addition, frozen

seafood markets represented by the following, emphasize the
market opportunity available to the l1aine industry:
•

substantial volume achieved by restaurants,
cafeterias, and fast-food operations,

•

varied menus,

dietetic requireMents, and portion

control concerns of health care and school systems,
and
•

food needs of hotels/motels.

By entering the consumer frozen foods sector with a
seafood line, Haine producers would be provided with:

r
I
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•

profit potential from sales in an area (frozen
seafood) with proven and increasing consumer acceptance

•

opportunity to build logo recognition of !.1aine
seafood products before or concurrently with efforts to build a fresh market -- recognition at

1

the wholesale and retail level through advertising and consumer use of frozen products with a
Haine industry logo
•

ability to introduce

!~new"

species into a market

area, to educate the consumer and to provide an
early test of demand potential, without the necessity of persuading wholesalers/retailers into
handling an unknown fresh (and thus, spoilable)
species.
To achieve the maximum benefit from the development of
a frozen seafood line, it is further suggested that elements
of the Maine industry examine the possibility of working
through an existing food distribution company.

~-1aine

pro-

ducers could maintain a national brand, or consider allowing
their products to be privately labeled under the brands of
chain firms
product) .

(still retaining a Maine logo on

any repackaged

Such a national distribution concern offers access

to the markets mentioned above through existing lines and centers of distribution; the necessary delivery equipment; and

{

the "clout" afforded by the full-service distribution of an
established, large company.

l

As mentioned previously, the competitiveness inherent
among producers of frozen seafood as a generic product at
present suggests that the Maine industry would not enjoy the
product differentiation in frozen lines that the newer (to
most markets) and more glamorous fresh fish will provide.
it is important to enter the market at a penetration level

Thus,
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comparable or superior to that achieved by competitors.

Im-

plicit in any commitment to frozen seafood distribution by Maine
producers, however, is a complementary requirement for a continuous quality supply of seafood and a sophisticated level of
coordination/cooperation among the Maine industry.
A good example of the logistical market access provided
by a national food distribution concern is illustrated in
Figure III-1 following.
Under such

~n

arrangement, the responsibility of the r1aine

industry for movement of frozen product would end upon receipt
of required shipments at a single distribution point (in the
case of Sysco Corporation, Garden City, New York).

It would

be a further option for Maine producers as to whether they
wished to independently supply frozen seafood directly to the
wholesalers in market areas not serviced by branch distribution centers of a national food concern. Proposed r1aine industryowned distribution centers could thus be utilized as storage/
sales point sources for both fresh and frozen lines in certain
market areas.

By maintaining direct contact with individual

markets through DMR or Maine fishing industry representatives,
serving as sources of quality control and customer rapport, the
image of Maine products could be further enhanced notwithstanding the precise method of distribution to an area.
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FIGURE III-1
SYSCO CORPORATION DISTRIBUTION CENTERS

-----------BAR~

•

e

Operating Headquarters
Branch Distribution Centers

,-------FROST-PACK
,------GRANT
~----JAY RODGE~

- - - - - - - MIESEL
- - - - JUSTIU'n
, - - - - THOMAS
Al.BANY
HAWMJTH

OREGON FOOD SERVICE

AWED-LANG FIELD

MID-CENTRAL

H&R----"''Ig

SYSCO FOOD SYSTEMS-----,...
ALAMO ------~C"""-;-

SYSCO FOOD SERVICES - - - - - - - -

SYSCOLONESTAil---------'

l

Source:

Sysco Corporation, 1977 Annual Report.
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IV.

TRANSPORTATION

Important to the image of quality and freshness of r.1aine
seafood will be efficiency and speed of product transport to
chosen market areas.

1

Key industry contacts consistently clas- ·

sified transportation issues as equally important to supply
of product and marketing considerations.

Of all relevant con-

siderations, unfortunately, Maine producers would maintain the
least amount of control over national transport methods, assuming a lack of resources and capital to institute distribution
l

l

lines on their own.
Airfreight and truck transport exist as the most viable
distribution means.

A proper mix of these alternatives will

require consideration of relative costs, shipping time involved,
packaging and handling issues, and market requirements.

Figure

1 indicates relative air and ground travel times to market areas

r

considered.

I

A.

AIR TRANSPORTATION
Air freight is required for movement of fresh products

to those markets not proximately located to a Maine distribution source.

Additionally, it will be required for transport

of any seafood product requiring immediate receipt to maintain
concepts of continuous supplies and to exploit immediate market opportunities.

Figures 2 and 3 identify actual air routes

and transfer points anticipated.
The higher cost of air freight transportation will be a
primary consideration to weigh against the benefits of a fresh
product in any market.

Air cargo rates vary depending on the

commodity being shipped, its packaging and weight, whether the
flight is direct or requires on-line connections, destination
city, airline used, and the shipper's time requirements. Total

FIGURE 1
RELATIVE AIR/GROUND TRAVEL TIMES

1.0 hrs.

Truck

( ) indicates approximate ground
transport driving time. based
on 500 miles per day average.
a

Indicates approximate elapsed flight time, not
including on-ground delays due to connections,
loading, etc.

Source:

Harbridge House, Inc., 1977.
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FIGURE 2
DELTA AIRLINES - AIR CARGO
TRANSPORT ROUTING EX - PORTLAND

1)\'-

1 ,yJ
-~Portland

Boston

San

Delta Airlines routes

Source:

Harbridge House, Inc

FIGURE 3
ALTERNATE AIRLINES - AIR CARGO
TRANSPORT ROUTING EX - BOSTON

"\

~- ~

Portland

Routes served by one
or more of the following carriers:
TWA, United Airlines, American Airlines
-------·

Eastern Airlines routes
.,... - th v - ': A . -- , in E -

~0

u: - -

Source:

Harbridge House, Inc
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air freight charges are based upon various rate classifications
which are discussed below and include:

General Commodities,

Joint General Commodities, or shipment via Type E containers,
or LD-N/LD-3 (Special Commodity) containers.
General Commodity Rate

l

General commodity rates (GCR) are those generally paid by
shippers in transporting fresh seafood products by air. This
charge is applicable to insulated containers owned by a particular shipper.

Shipping boxes subject to GCR vary in size

(usually between 50-150 pounds).

These containers cannot be

efficiently loaded into aircraft cargo spaces, resulting in
high

GCR charges relative to other forms of air containeriza-

tion. Additionally, GCR charges are usually not cost-efficient
for the shipment of groundfish.

For example, shipment of a

2-pound lobster (selling for $7-$9) can be proportionately much
less expensive than air freight for 2 pounds of fresh fish
(selling for $1-$2) at the same commodity rate.

However,

shipper-owned container use is the sole viable alternative for
small (less than 200 pounds) shipments with rush requirements
due to perishability, market need, or both.

Delta Airlines, the

only trunk carrier servicing Portland, has an express freight
option which the Maine industry may see fit to utilize in an
effort to minimize ·transportation slowdowns when supplies are
needed immediately in a market.

At an additional charge of

30 percent above GCR, Delta guarantees shipment on a flight
named by the shipper, moved after mail, but before any cargo.
Joint General Commodity Rates
An important logistical strategy in serving by air cargo
those markets not directly linked with Portland is to file for
joint rates with connecting airlines serving those cities.
Effectively, joint rates constitute agreements by (usually two)
airlines to carry products at a lesser charge than point to
point-- i.e., Portland/Chicago and Chicago/Hinneapolis --rates.
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If air shipping from Portland is to be encouraged, it
would be advisable and feasible to file with Delta Airlines
and the connecting airlines for joint rates to those cities
not directly served by Delta (i.e., Minneapolis, Pittsburgh,
Columbus, and San Diego) and for cities where faster connections would be more advisable than Delta can provide with
their present flight schedule from Portland.

Jim Grace, Delta

Cargo Manager, · Boston, stated that Delta would certainly cooperate on this.
Joint general commodity rates may reduce GCR by 10-25
percent.

Airline motivation to grant such rates stern from a

shipper's reasonable assurances of product quantities and shipment frequencies (probably at least 500 pounds weekly per desired destination) .
the

~1aine

Joint rates may also prove economical to

industry where faster on-line connections are avail-

able than Delta's scheduling can currently provide to other
more accessible markets.
Type E Container Rates
These shipper-owned (purchased from airlines or manufacturers) containers are standard in size, and can be loaded onto
any type of aircraft.

Use of these containers can effect cost

savings of up to 40 percent through additional loading capacities over a standard weight class rate scale (GCR) .

These

boxes cost approximately $5 a piece and require loading of 300
pounds to constitute a "breakeven"

with GCR charges.

Maximum weight capacity of this container is 500 pounds.
Although E containers may present a favorable alternative to
GCR in the future, reports of handling difficulties, poor insulation, and specific container weaknesses render this method
of shipment suspect at present.
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LD-N/LD-3 Container Rates
LO-N containers are shipper-owned boxes with a minimum
weight load of 900 pounds.

These boxes pack into airline-

owned LD-3 containers; both containers can be used only in
wide body aircraft (none of which presently service Portland).

I

This method is, therefore, a viable alternative only for shipments out of Boston.

Because these container rates are so

low, and because fresh seafood is a perishable commodity and
must receive priority, it is not foreseeable that shippers
could apply for and be granted special commodity rates to any

{

cities other than on the West Coast.
Tables IV-1 and IV-2 list respective airfreight options

1

from Portland and Boston to market areas examined.

To the

costs listed in the tables, a five percent tax should be added
to all air freight charges.
To service those markets not on scheduled routes out of
Portland unless a connecting airline is used, Maine seafood
products requiring rapid delivery would be trucked or flown
to Boston airport for shipment.
are prohibitively expensive:

Point-to-point air cargo rates

Portland to Boston (Delta Air-

lines), 100 pounds @ $13.20; Boston to Minneapolis (UA), 100
pounds @ $31.30 -- approximately $0.45 per pound.

Truck

tariffs to Boston for the same product weight would be substantially less (under $6, see Table IV-3), suggesting this
alternative for movement of fresh products.

I

Further all but

the most urgent shipments of fresh seafood transported to a
market such as Pittsburgh may be trucked, due to its proximity
to Portland.
Essentially then, for very large shipments of fresh seafood
(900 pounds or more) to cities serviced by wide-body aircraft,
it is suggested that products be trucked to Boston and shipped

TABLE IV-1
Air Freight Rates from Portland, Maine, to Selected Cities, October 1977

Portland To:

100/lb

Atlanta
Boston
Chicago
Columbus
Denver
Detroit
Houston
Los Angeles
Minneapolis a
Pittsburgh a
San Diego

.2435
.1320
.2370
.2150
.4025
.2115
.3160
.4920

General Commodit~ RatelLb.
1000/lb
2000/lb
3000/lb
.2055
.1215
.2055
.1865
.3445
.1675
.3045
.4515

.1950
.1130
.1895
.1800
.3385
.1505
.2745
.4350

.1850
.1035
.1740
.1645
.3375
.1330
.2645
.4215

TvQe E Container Rate @ 250 lbs. Each
Rate Classes
2000
3000
250
1000
200010002503000+ lbs
2999 lbs
999 lbs
1999 lbs
60.88
33.00
59.25
53.75
100.63
50.38
79.00
123.00

205.50
121.50
205.50
186.50
344.50
167.50
284.50
451.50

1-3 ctrs

4-7 ctrs

390.00
226.00
379.00
360.00
677.00
301.00
549.00
870.00

8-11

ct~s

Actual Loading Limit
Notes:

550.00
310.50
568.50
493.50
1,012.50
399.00
793.50
1,264.40

12+ ctrs

b

aNot presently serviced by direct or line connection flights out of Portland.
bThe total number of Type E Containers used can be loaded up to 999 pounds under the 250 rate classification, up to 1999 pounds under the 1000 class, up to 2999 pounds under the 2000 class, and in excess
of 3000 pounds in the 3000 class. The rate class charges do not vary with the weight of the shipment
as long as the shipment falls within the weight range of the rate class. For example, the charge for
shipping 250 pounds or 850 pounds from Portland to Atlanta is $33.00. Both weights fall within 250 rate
class. Similarly, the charge from Portland to Chicago for shipping 1100 or 1900 pounds is $205.00 because
both weights fall within the 1000 rate class.

Source:

Harbridge House, Inc., 1977.
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TABLE IV-2

General Commodity Rate

Special Commodity Rate
(TW)

BOSTON/TO
Pounds

100

Min.

Min.

Min.

Atlanta
(ATL) Dl

23.15

20.05

19.05

18.45

57.88/2501

114/90001
187/11001
+12.35 /1001 +12.35/100#

23.70
32.85
32.85

20.55
27.20
27.20

18.95
26.65
26.65

17.40
26.30
26.30

59.25/250#
82.13/2501
82.00/3381

173.00
173.00

TW

16.60
25.95
25.95

15.10
23.75
23.75

14.15
22.30
22.30

12.15
19.45
19.45

41.50/2501
64.88/2501
65.00/312#

Denver (DEN)
Ol
UA
TW

40.25
40.25
40.30

34.45
34.45
34.45

33.85
33.85
33.85

33.80
31.45
33.80

100.63/2501
10% of GCR
101.00/3291

265.00
273/9511

361.00
334.00

20.15
25.95
27.60

16.75
23.75
25.25

15.05
22.30
23.95

13.30
19.45
20.85

50.38/2501
64.88/250#
69.00/317#

143.00

186.00 .

31.35
38.60

26.85
32.85

zs·. 6o
32.20

24.85
32.15

78.38/2501

Chicago
(CHI)
Dl
AA

TW
Columbus
(CMH)
Dl
AA

Detroit (DTT)
Ol
AA

TW

Houston (HOU)
Dl
AA

1000

2000

3000

E

CONTAINER

[N

RATES

[]

193.00
193.00

(AA)
SCR

S&R
100

1000

2000

3000

first
freight
+30%

+31)%
+30%
+30%

+30%
+30%
+30%
+30%
+30%
+30%
+30%
+30%
+30%
+30%
+30%

0"\
1..0

TABLE IV-2 (cont•d)

General Commodity Rate

100

1000
Min.

2000
Min.

3000
Min.

AA
TW

43.80
47.70
47.70

40.05
42.05
42.05

38.35
41.65
41.70

37.15
41.60
41.60

Minneapolis
(MSP)
Ol
NW
UA

31.30

36.25

25.80

25.75

BOSTON/TO
Pounds
los Angeles
(LAX)
Ol

E

CONTAINER

109.50/250#
119.00/3251

RATES

l3

LN

402
365/10141

442
442

{AA}
SCR

290
290

Special Commodity Rate
(TW)
SCR
2000
1000
lOO

38.00

36.20

35.25

3000

First
Freight

34.6Q

+30%
+30%
+30%

+30%

78/2501

Pittsburgh

...-J
0

(PIT)

OL
Al
AA

TW
St. louis
(STL)
Ol
AA

TW
San Francisco
(SFO)
Ol
AA

TW
San Diego (SAN)
AA

23.45
22.55

21.10
20.35

19.70
19.15

16.00
15.90

58.63/2501
56.00/301#

24.35
32.80
32.80

20.55
27.70
27.70

19.50
26.75
26.75

18.50
25.30
25.30

60.88/250#
82.00/250#
82.00/3271

45.50
48.55
48.55

41.60
42.95
42.95

40.05
42.60
42.60

38.85
42.55
42.55

113. 75/250#
121.38/2501
121.00/3251

+30S
+30S

265
265

265
265

421/11881
383/10481

462
462

+30%
+30%
+30%

315
315

39.40

37.65

36.65

36.16

+30%
+30%
+30%

I ''"J•

47.70
42.05
41.60
41.55
43.80 40.05 38.35 37.15
General Commodity Rate -- airport to airport.

DL

+30%
119.25
402
477
290
209.00/2501 292/1100
369/1100
+30~Container Rate -- appl1cable only to shipments in containers loaded by the shipper and
tendered to the carrier between the hours of (inclusive) 4:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. any day of week
First Freight -- 30% higher than GCR; priority freight; guaranteed flight.

Source: Harbridge House. Inc .• 1977.
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at low air cargo container rates (LD-N/LD-3).

Charges for

containerized air freight is often comparable to less than
truckload -- LTL -- rates.

Assuming the present infeasibil-

ity of existing Type E container usage, other shipments of
fresh products should be moved under joint general commodity

l

rates from Portland.

Additional air transport issues which

should be considered by Maine producers include the following:
•

1

Lobster and fresh fish transport requires effective container insulation to prevent leakage of sea
water, resulting in minimization of aircraft corrosion and quality deterioration of the product.

I

The Jet Pack Company (Chelsea,

Massachusetts) is

presently developing insulation improvements.

•

The number of times a container is handled is critical to the condition of arriving product.

Handl-

ing time is significantly increased if the shipment
involves a connection.

Large shipments (LD-N/LD-3)

involve less individual container handling.
•

Loading/unloading can be a problem.

All airlines

except Delta are off-airport loading carriers.

I
I
I
1

With off-loading airport carriers

containers (LD-3s)

must be moved to/from carrier aircraft, requiring
increased handling and added middleman cost.

Delta

LD-3 containers are loaded/unloaded at their dock
by the shipper consignee, lessening handling costs.

•

Shipping time for fresh products is subject to a
suggested 24-hour limit (from delivery at aircraft
to consignee's receipt), although proper packaging
however, may double this maximum limit.

Haine pro-

ducers must consider images of quality and freshness, plus delay of delivery potential individual
markets in setting shipment times.

A frequent com-

plaint by the shippers contacted was that air freight

I
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time commitments are frequently not achieved by
airlines.

Although shippers are fully insured

against such time defaults, it is suggested that the
Maine industry avoid flights not direct or served
with on-line connections, and use NYC and/or Chicago
airports only when necessary to minimize time problems.

Because holidays cause added delays, shippers

must plan accordingly.

Shipping early, providing

airlines with maximum lead time, and creation of
contingency plans will all help to avoid such delays.

•

Perishable air shipments must be reserved in advance
(1-2 day average) and delivered to airlines two hours
prior to scheduled departure.
require 4-5 hours.)

(Off-line connections

Average shipment time is between

8 to 16 hours, airport to airport.
•

Based on the information reviewed, Portland appears
to be viable as a departure point for a significant
portion of fresh seafood shipped as air cargo even
though wide-body aircraft do not presently service
the airport.

As a relatively small airport, Portland

is serviced by fewer flights and therefore not subject to time delays of congestion, split shipments,
shipping overload, and the labor problems of larger
facilities.
•

According to the shippers contacted, United Airlines
is reportedly the most cooperative airline.

Delta

and Eastern Airlines also receive high marks.

TWA

and American Airlines were reported to be frequently
not meeting their time commitments and non-cooperative
in their dealings with shippers.
B.

TRUCK TRANSPORTATION
It is anticipated that ground transportation would present

a major means of Maine seafood product distribution.

Truck
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delivery is viable in all markets for non-perishable and frozen
products; fresh seafood may also be transported on the ground
where travel time does not exceed an acceptable limit of 36
hours, including delivery.
Tariffs for truck transportation (Table IV-3) generally

1

are 30-50 percent of applicable air freight costs, including

l

based on wholesale product price.

an arbitrary "high value" variable cost added to tariff rates

All seafood products proposed for distribution by Maine
cooked or uncooked (including breaded) fish or shellfish,
frozen or fresh

are "exempt" commodities, and thus carriers

need not obtain authorization from the Interstate Commerce
Commission as to commodities transported or routes served.
Exceptions to this are fish and shellfish which have been
treated for preserving such as canned, smoked, pickled, spiced,
corned or kippered products. Further

a commodity is not exempt

if it is hauled in a vehicle which, at the same time, is hauling for compensation, commodities not within the exemption.
These factors will not appreciably affect rates as listed, but
Maine producers should resolve any shipping issues with sufficient lead time to ensure continuing smooth operations.
Despite lower overall transport costs, several distribu-

I
I
j

tors contacted by Harbridge House indicated a basic dissatisfaction with truck transport because of erratic travel time and
the unpredictability of precise delivery.

These problems take

on special importance to the concept of continuous and timely
supply of seafood products
distribution schemes.

~1aine

would emphasize under suggested

If they stressed Maine product avail-

ability, distributors operating in market areas would suffer
from late shipments through a loss of economic opportunity and,
perhaps more importantly, a loss of customer confidence

Simi-

larly, oversupply of Maine fresh products due to late delivery

TABLE IV-3
APPROXIMATE TARIFF (PER POUND) FOR TRUCK TRANSPORT,
FROM PORTLAND, MAINEa, BOSTON-AREA-BASED COMPANY
DESTINATION

0-3500

Atlanta, Georgia
Chicago, Illinois
Columbus, Ohio
Denver, Colorado b
Detroit, Michigan
Houston, Texas
Los Angeles, Calif~
Minneapolis, Minn.
Pittsburgh, Pa~
San Diego, Calif~
San Francisco
St. Louis

$.0075
.0750
.0785
. 1100
.0775
.0850
.0975
.0860
.0875
.0975
.0980
.0810

Note:

3500-7500
.0650
.0630
.0655
.0950
.0625
.0740
.0860
.0730
.0750
.0860
.0880
.0680

7000 12,000
.0600
.0575
.0585
.0900
.0575
.0720
.0840
.0670
.0675
.0840
.0855
.0625

12,00024,000
.0485
.0435
.0435
.0775
.0445
.0600
.0725
.0535
.0510
.0725
.0790
.0470

24,00033,000
.0450
.0430
.0410
.0675
.0420
.0570
.0675
.0510
.0485
.0675
.0710
.0450

33,00036,000

36,000 one stoQ

.0410
.0400
.0360
.0600
.0380
.0505
.0625
.0460
.0390
.0625
.0655
.0395

.0365
.0375
.0325
.0575
.0335
.0425
.0600
.IJ415
.0340
.0600
.0620
.0350

Based on average additional high-value commodity arbitrary rate of$ .75 per hundred pounds.
a

Rates .are subject to an approximate 10 percent average reduction should Maine producers transport deliveries
to Boston, Massachusetts, for distribution to market areas. The 10 ~ercent savings results from the fact
that the Boston-based company would not have to drive to Maine to load up.
b

Minimum $100 charge.
Source: Harbridge House, Inc., 1977.
__
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will result in actual cash loss because of inability to market
seafood guaranteed as a high-quality, fresh product.
To minimize such problems

it is suggested that Maine

producers contract with a large, reputable ground distribution
concern, familiar with food transport, particularly fish.

An

out-of-state firm based in the northeastern United States should
be considered together with Maine-based concerns to meet minimum criteria of size and experience.

Importantly, local or

even intra-indusiry transport capabilities should be explored
and expanded.

Further, exploration of a ''guaranteed delivery"

plan is suggested to apportion loss of identifiable profits due
to unnecessary carrier delays.
Transport of fresh product by truck should be limited primarily to a radius area within 800-1000 miles of Portland,
Maine.
C.

TRANSPORTATION

SU~1HARY

Harbridge House suggests that the State of Haine, DHR,
consider for action the following key points which will aid
the fishing industry's task of transporting product.
•

Contact Delta Airlines to aid the industry in filing
application for Joint General Commodity Rates to
markets not directly serviced by Delta from Portland.

•

Aid the industry in contacting a major trucking

1

company in Portland or Boston area to carry fresh

I

market areas.

seafood locally and other products to outlying
The feasibility of a guaranteed de-

livery plan should be investigated.

•

Work with packagers to develop proper insulation/
packing, an important factor in maintenance of product quality.

For example, Type E containers po-

tentially present an economical shipping alternative,
given improvement to structural attributes of casing
and lining/insulation.
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•

Develop rapport and communication lines with
chosen carriers to an extent presently rare in the
industry.

Efficient transportation will be criti-

cal to the continued and profitable distribution of
seafood by Maine producers; carriers should be instilled with a cooperative spirit in sharing existing opportunities.
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V.

HARKETING CONSIDERATIONS

The following issues, addressing anticipated marketing
strategies, have been developed by Harbridge House based on
contacts with area businessmen and knowledgeable industry

1

sources in all markets examined.

Proper promotion of Haine

seafood is essential to its consumer acceptance nationwide and
cannot be underestimated either as to need for or its impact.
These issues are offered for consideration by

Dr1!~,

and it is

suggested that these points be incorporated in whatever supporting role DMR undertakes in the effort to expand the Haine fishing industry.
1.

Positive impressions of the State of

~1aine

and its

fishing industry should be strengthened, and emphasized in marketing campaigns.
•

The State is generally viewed as being relatively undeveloped and free of pollution.

•

Many wholesalers and distributors view Maine
seafood as a higher-quality, "cared-for ', product, in part due to the fact that fishing
fleets practice more traditional, less industrialized, mass-produced techniques.

•

Maine seafood processors are also highly regarded for their workmanship.

This skill and

care impression must remain even through any
needed expansion into a more sophisticated industry.

1

•

The relatively more stable prices of Maine
products is viewed as a desirable {and promotable) asset by industry contacts.

2.

As alluded to throughout this report, it is important
for Maine producers to identify their seafood product
under a single State of Maine logo and to create
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recognition of that mark as associated with consistently high quality.

Such a logo would be used

in connection with all packaging, promotion, and
advertising.

This assumes a high level of coordina-

tion among producers, which may extend even to similar processing and packaging techniques to reinforce
a singular image of Maine quality.
3.

No matter what market expansion strategy is selected,
the overriding concerns of DMR and the Maine industry
must be to follow through on commitments.

Business-

men in market areas cited numerous instances in which
state government or industry representatives visited
the area, made commitments for promotional support
or product delivery, and never followed through.
North Carolina and Florida were mentioned as the primary violators and area businessmen are generally
suspect of and hostile towards future dealings with
these states.
4.

Under suggested plans for market entry, wholesalers/
distributors in an area are integral to penetrating
and expanding markets.

Harbridge House suggest that

these units bear the primary responsibility for moving
Maine seafood products even under the distribution center
scheme.

Because of their importance, selected whole-

salers and distributors must be educated extensively
in the types, processing, and availability of Maine
product and in the business practices of the Maine
industry as a supplying organization.

Retail edu-

cation could then be accomplished through the area
distributors and DMR support.

A straight-forward,

no-frills booklet describing Maine seafood products,
cuts of fish, flavor and attractive characteristics,
and basic preparation would be helpful in this effort.
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5.

Consumer education as to Haine seafood and/or its
preparation is best achieved through point-ofpurchase promotion.

Perhaps the most effective

support action would be education of salespeople
who would subsequently advise consumers. Recipe
and serving suggestions for distribution to consumers should also be made available to retail outlets.
6.

Maine interests will best be served if advertising
and product availability is keyed to a full line of
:taine product.

Area wholesalers/distributors dis-

like recent attempts by state governments to promote
only underutilized species in their market areas.
In the words of one distributor " . .

. they only

want to give us their garbage fish and keep their
quality lines for in-state consumption."
7.

Advertising in a market area should also be supplemented by a continuing program of public relations.
Announcements to local newspapers, particularly food
editors, would be helpful in this regard.

Addition-

ally, while it may not directly lead to product
sales, visits by DMR and/or industry representatives
to Chambers of Commerce and local public officials
will help to foster a positive working atmosphere.
8.

Advertising should be carried out at two levels in
any market area and the following points are suggested:

1

•

Retail.

Public media advertising is capable

of attaining certain cost efficiencies if done

J

on a "canned" basis using informational spots

1

emphasize concepts such as brand awareness,

applicable to any market.

~hese

spots should

product availability, and quality.

Locally
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oriented statements could then follow telling
consumers at which retail outlets the product
can be found.
Pricing strategies should be avoided during
market entry stages.

Obviously, products must

be competitively priced, but a primary goal of
the Maine industry is to determine the potential
"real" demand (as opposed to

~!art if ic ial"

de-

mand stimulated by price cuts) so as to assess
potential success of a distribution center.
Further, it is suggested that the consumer requires education as to the value of a Haine
fresh or frozen product, in order to judge the
food's price competitiveness.

Obviously, the

higher the subjective value of a product which
can be created by advertising and reinforced
by deliveries of quality product, the higher
the price consumers will be willing to pay.
•

Wholesale.

Advertising at this level should

occur concurrently with the above, with a target market of potential institutional and food
service customers.

Customers here should be

informed as to which distributor(s) handles
Maine product at the wholesale level.
Wholesale food service trade journals and institutional publications should be eMployed to
convey the same basic informational product
attributes of quality, Maine logo awareness,
and availability.

The final point is essen-

tial to stress with wholesalers.

It became

obvious in our conversations with wholesalers
that many are already suspicious of supply
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capability and resource-backing of the riaine
fishing industry; these doubts should be dispelled immediately.
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